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bw I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2(*
-___----____---_-_---_--------_-_---_-_r.

3 : Docket Mos.
e _ In the Matter of :

' 4 :
TOLEDO EDISON CCMPANY and : 50-346A

5 CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. : 50-500A
.

: 50-501A
6 (Davis-Besso Nuclaar Power Station, :

Units 1, 2 and 3) :
7 :

and :
8 a,

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. :
9 et al. : 50-440A

: 50-441A
10 (Perry Nuclear Pcwer Plsnt,

Units 1 and 2) :
11 :

___________________-_________-__---___x
12

13 First Floor Hearing Ib::ct
,

( 7915 Eastern Avenue i

14 Silvor Spring, Maryland !-

15 Thursday, 4 March 1976

16 Hearing in the abovo-entitled matter was reconvened,

17 - Pursuant to adjournmant, at 9:30 a. m.,

18 BEFORE:

19 MR. DOUGLAS RIGLER, Chairman

20 MR. JOHN ?RISIAK, Member

21 MR. IVAN SMITII, Member

.
22 APPEARANCES:

(

23 As heretofore notod.
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8
Applicant's Exhibit 103

(Page II-2-40 from 19709
National Power Survey) 6098 6098

10
DJ-453 (two-page document, 6118 6119

titled on the second
11
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12
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1974*)
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i

14 DJ 454 (pages 272 and 273
from Volume I, 1964
National Power Survey) 6124 6124

15

16 DJ- 455 (3-page document 6128 6131
from Electrical

17 World, Jan. 15, 1974.)
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I EEEEEEEIEEE
(~ 2 CHAIRMAIT RIGLER: Mr. Reynolds, did you have

3 anything further you wish to ald this morning in response
*

C to the case citations upon use of deposition testimony4

that Ftr. Charno gave us yes:erday?5

6 f tR. REYNOLDS: Yes , lir. Chairman , I do.

I think that the Government's cases, as I,

/

g understand then, do support the propositi.cn essentially

that the Government cited them for, e:: cept that I think it9

may have been overstated by the government to the extent
10

'
that, as I understand the position of Mr. Charno, he indicatedg

if the Board failed to introduce designated portions of12

depositions of parties that that would be reversible
,

error.

I think that one of the four cases would lend

support to that conclusion. However, that was a situation,

and I'm referring to the Conmunity Counseling v. Reilly

discussion -- that was a situation where the court of Appeals

held it was reversible error on the particular facts of that

case not to admit the deposition in order to demonstrate the ---
|

let me rephrase it.

That it was reversible error, because the D: strict*

22

' - Court had indicated that the moving party had not met its
23.

burden of proof in that fact situation ad had decline (

in making that determination to take into acesunt the

ESl deposition testimony.
i

|

|
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s
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;g to admit d2pesition tactiJony, hut r.orely that i. acu.'.d ha i
. .,
*

;,3 -reversible error in tha Fcderal Court. '

7 t.m. . . v. . mat ~.,s . , :. ho.1,.s. u : .a . 9. ;, 4..a $a .;.. m. , 3
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;g it would be reversible orror 2:lth rerpcen to dic .Cor.rd. |
.
;
4

<.0 CIIAI?l!AU 2IGMR: I thouc.ht ha r.rc.;ud 12 it. Ucu i,
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1 MR. RE'INOLDS : I would let him clear that up.

2 I don't want to be in a position of mischaracterizing his

3 statement.
o

4 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Maybe I misunderstood what he'

. 5 said yesterday.

6 MR. RE'INOLDS: The point I want to make is if his

7 position was that the cases cited leched this Board into a

a reversible error position in the event that this Board

should conclude not to accept the deposition testimony,g

10 then I would quarrel with his reading of the cases.

If he is saying that those cases do stand for thej;

proposition that this Board can appropriately -- or that12

the Courts can appropriately, and therefore under the more
j3

liberal rules that this Board can appropriately accept;g

deposition testimony of parties, I have to say I agreegg

with his reading of those cases.
16

Given that, I would senmarize the position of
7

the applicants to be that to the e:: tent the excerpts ofgg

deposition testimony which the Departnent intends to
10

introduce relate to deponents who are officers, directors
20

or managing agents of the cenpany, I would have to say that

*
I think this Board does have ?.he legal authority to

k accept the deposition testimony of those individuals.
2a,.

I do not think that any of the cases cited by
,

1

Mr. Charno and I don't know of any other cases, stand 1

25

._ __
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1 for the proposition that deposition testinony of

2 individuals other than directors, officers, or managing

3 agents can be introduced and used in lieu of having
*

-

4 the witness appear and testify.

5 Indeed, I think that the limitation in Rule 32.

6 to officers, directors or manrging agente vould support the

notion that when we arc ds.nling with individuala other~

U than that, they should bc brought in and should tectify

9 that those individuals are not partico in the intended

to meaning of that or usa of that torn in the cases that Mr.

11 Charno cited or in the rule.

12 I think that the law also indicctes that it
}
.

is is the Department's burden to show which individuals fit ;

( !
I

14 into the category of managing agent. Ua would be

15 prepared to stipulate who was an officer or director at

16 the tine of the deposition, but as to managing agents, '

37 it is the Departwant's btrden of proof to show which

13 individuals were managing agents and that ic to be

gg determined on a case-by-case basic.

20 I would cite the board to Troccus,

~1 T-r-o-s-e-u-s, vs. Anchor Lino Limited, ate

'

26 Federal Rules, Decision 155, District of Man York,1960,22

wnich indicatos that the Department vould have the-

23

24 burden in this regard.

And 2 25

i: .

L
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1 Ar.d I would also point cut that in terms of

Swl 2 who is a nanaging agent, we do know that in-house general

3 counsel, for example, would not be considered a managing
.

4 agent. And on that one, let na direct the Board's

. 5 attencion to Schilling, S-c-h-i-1-1-1-n-9, hyphen

6 Hillier, H-i-1-1-1-e-r, and then a bunch of initials,

7 SAIEC versus Virginia Carolina Chemical Corporaticn, 19

8 Federal Rules Decicion 271, 274, in the Souchorn District

9 of New York, 1956. Also e distributing agant is not considere-1

10 to be a managing agent. And for that I will cite

11 Gillam, G-i-1-1-a-m, versus A. Schyman at 22 Federal Rules

12 decision 475, District of Alaska 1958 and also the manager

13 of a sales division, department or the supervision of
(

14 sales and shipping is not considered to be a managing

15 agent.

It is . indicated in Colonial Capital Company16

versus General Motors Corporation, 29 Federal Rules17

decision 514, District of Connecticut, 1961.18

39 I would also point out, in addition, that

Moore on Federal Practice indicates that the test as to20

who is or is not a managing agent within the scope of the
21

.

rule is similar to the test uced for service of process22
(

under Rule 4 and that appears at Volume 4-A of Moore23,

on Federal Practice, paragraph 32.04 at page 32-20 to 32-21.24

So, in short, it is our vicw that as to
23
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officars and directors and thc.se individuals whom;
tw2

the Department can sustain its burden cf proof to be2

managing agents as to, that this Board has the legal3
.

authority to use e:ccerpted portions of those depositions.4

We would centinue to maintain that that is not5-

fa judicious exercise of discretien, and we wculd object6

to the use of depositions of those individuals. If.the
7

Board rules otherwise, we would reserve the right to
G

red-line those portions of the deposition that theg

Cepartment ahs not chosen to red-line, which would heto

related to the excerpted portions they have red-lined,g

And we reserve the right to call thosa people
12

as d nesses on @e App m ants' ammatPJe case,
13

As to deposition testimony f individuals whog

do not fit within the category of a party, i.e. ,

av er, dirsctor or managing agent, we dd not think
16

that the Board has the authority to icok to the deposition

'

testimony of those individuals, but that they must be
18

Called to testify, and We would object to the USe of any

p rtions of those depositions or the introduction of
20

any portions of those depositions.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What is your authority for the"

24
_

\ proposition that we may not use the depositions of

employees other than officers, directors or managing

agents.

||
t
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f tR. RET.4 OLDS : The Federal Eulen vould indicata
7

that the uce of depositions in limited ec those depcsitienc
2

of parties.,

.

I think the Federal Rulos hcyc a hundrad-milo |/
4

limit which might, in the fedcral courts nt least, give
5-

8" # "" " " " "E"' '

G

mile limit or of the subposna poeer of tha federal courte, f
,
J

could, because of the hundred--miJ e limitation, that these
g

depositions could be used.
g

But I don't 'think the Conriscica has any such

limitation on its subpcona power, sc I #x' '''nt is not a

legitimato basis to bootstrup the depositions of
I "' !

nonparties in-to this proceeding. !,
1.,a

!I think that all of the cases thni: the
114
l*

Government hac citad, very clearly relate to depcsition ;

15
I

testimony of parties.

I have not found any referance of caces
17

.which speak to the matter of deponi icn toctimeny

being introduced of nonparties.

However, let me also add that givantha timo

!period I had to look into this quastion, I am sure
.-

that that research is not exhausted.'

22

CHAIFJW! RIGLERi I'n not sure. After all, you' '

23.

filed a pleading on it. The last fou minutec cd your

argument paralleled coisaly the first footnoto in e.he.

I
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pleading you filed.
g

Apparently, you have had opportunity to look
2

into this.
3

.

MR. REYNOLDS: I indicated I hava not had
4

the opportunity.
5o

6

said just now, that you have no authority in support of
,

/

the proposition that the Board may not utilize depositions
8

of employees other than your analegy to the Fedaral Rules?
I

MR. REYNOLDG: I ha.ve not sac any caces that-

10

woulB support that proposition. Tha Federal Rules, it

seems to me, are very clear in indicating that uhe

authority to uso depositions is limited to the depositions
,31

of parties.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Thank you.
15

MR. CHARMO: I think I can reopend vary briefly.
16

Let me clarify the argur.ent the D2partment
17

.

was making yastarday,
18

We were citing the four cases we citad
19

for the proposition that it was an error or would be an

error, as a natter of law to exclude the deposition
21

test.t. mony of a party opponent.'

22

i CHAIRMANRIGLER: In an NRC proceeding or in
23 ;

.

a feder 1 court proceeding?
24

MR. CHARNO: In a federal court proceerling.
25 |

:

I
1

|
' \

l

!
I

_
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In other words, we are saying it .is not discretionariy.
i

It is error. Whether or not it is reversible error,. dependa,
2

|as Ccunsel pointed out, en the facts of tha casa,. and ,

3
- whether that error can be subacquently remadied er ic

4
subsequentl-1 remedied.

'

! It is clear that it is not, in our mindn,

6
discretionary with respect to the depor:ition of c perty.

7
To respond to the stc.tomenta concaraing

G
managing agents, I would like to quito briefly irca

0
Wright en the Law of the Federal Ccurts,

10
Second Edition, 1970.

11
ES3

a.o.

; 13

i
14

i
3

15

16

17 . ,

i

18 i
i

19
i

|20
.

21

O

_

23
.

24

25

I4

.
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Iarl And leaving out, unless raquect2d by the Board,

2
the supporting citations, I would qucte frcm page 374.

3
-

"Though the question of whether a particular
,.

4
person is a managing agent is to be ansuered

5 pragmatically on an ad hoc basis, the Courts look to see,

6 if the individual involved is invested by the corporation

7 with general powers to c):orcice his discretion and judgment

8 in dealing with corporate matters. Whether he can be

9 depended upon to carry out his amploycr's dircezion, to

10 give t stimony at the demand cf a party engaged in litiga-

II tion with the employer, and whether he can be expected to

12 identify himself with the interests of the corporation

13 rather than with those of other parties."

14 These are the three basic tests that have been

15 utilized by the Court: in a multitude of decisions to

16 determine whether or not a specific individual under

17 specific circumstances is a managing agent.

18 We don't believe that the cases cited by Applicants

19 under the prevailing rule of law which wa have just

20 presented have a binding effect or should have a binding

21 effect as to a determination as to one of their employees

22 and whether that employee is a managing agent in the
( '

23 context of his duties and with respect to the testinony he
,

24 gave on deposition.

.

25 Finally, we would note that with respect to the
!
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1 100-mile rule referred to by counsel which sets forth in Rule

2 32 (a) (3) of the Fedearl Rulea, this is not an

3 obligatory direction concerning the use of depcsitions.
.

4 This is discretionary as to whether or not a ??d:ral Court
t
'

5 may use the depositions of a deponcnt who recidas over 100-

G miles from the place of the hearing.

7 We would note that this rule is tpplicable in |

3 antitrust cases and in antitrust cares there is natienuide

9 service of process provided for in the antitrust laws.

10 We would further note that the 100-mila rule

33
doesn't even -- the 100-mile area doesn't oven remotely

12 approximate service of process in a number of district s

13
throughout the country.

This rule is for the convenience of witnessas14

so th't they won't have to travel more than 100 mileu
.|

'a
15

if their deposition could be used in place of thair
16

testimony, for the convenienco of the parties who wouldn't
37

* " "E *

18

We would say that it is definitely relevant here,g

and certainly gives a Fcderal District Court the diccretion
20

to admit such a deposition. We would argue againg
''

under the broader rules of evidence c'oulicable in the22 -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission that this Soard would have
3

discretion to admit the depositicn of a non-managing agent,

employee of one of the Applicants.
45,

1

.

'

_-
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1 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Thank you.
,

2 Would you like to recall Mr. Kampmeier?

3 MR. CHARNO: Mr. Kampmeier, vill you tako
.

/ 4 the stand, please?

5 Whereupon,.

G ROLAND KAMPMEIER

7 resumed the stand as a witness on behalf of the Dcpartment

8 of Justice and,.having been previcusly duly sworn, was

g examined and testified further as follows:

10 CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY MR. REYNOLDS:33

12 Q Mr. Kampmeier, would you take a look for me at
.

13 the exhibits that were intrcduced with your testimony, the

National Electric Rate Bock for Ohio and Penncylvania14

or the excerpts? They were Exhibits 451 and 452 of the
15

Department of Justice.g

A All right.
7.

" " * * "' Y" ## # "18 '

rate schedules for Ohio. Page 14 is the Ohio Edisonjg.

industrial rate schedulo; is that correct?
20

A There are several there, right,
,1c

*

Q And Ohio Edison has several rate -- industrial '

rate schedules; is that right?

A Right.

O And is the one that has the red line herids it
25
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1 the rate cchedule that you uscd in connection with ycur

2 comparison that is set forth in your dir=ct tecthcony

3 on page 34?
.

I 4 A Yes.

5 0 Would you e:: plain for me the differenca between.

6 the applicability of the high tencion light and power

7 industrial schedule which is paren 115 and appears on the

o far left-hand column of pace 14? And it is Lunadiately

9 above the oneered-Lined.

10 2culd you compare the -- could von explain the

11 difference between the applicability of that and the

12 red-line schedule for high tensica inductrial service

13 (117)?,

|

14 A There are more similarities than differences
.

| as to availability.15

16 0 could you explain the differances?

A I was coming to that. The ene is applicabic,7

apparently to any load over 50 itva.gg

; ;g The second, any load over 100 kva.

20 Those are the respective minimum billing demands.

At the mcment that is the only difference in nJailability21

*

, that I note.

Q What about the difference in tha character of23.

service between the'two schedules?
i

A We11, the one is available at voltages b210.; 15,000
.s'

i,
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1 volts, 15 kV and the other above that voltage. This in

2 one reason that I madc my -- cpplied my ccmprricens

? to the second, becuuse the municipal contractu I taliavo also

'

call for the rates being applicable for dalivery at chovetj

,
; 15 kV.

5 6 Q What is the differencs in the characcer of

!
7 service between Schedule 117, which is red -lined, anc

!

c the one directly holew that, 118, high tension light and

p power?

10 A The 110 en11s for mir.imum billing demand of 1000

kva.,.1

73 0 What i.s this difference in the charactor of

services I
2i. ;

a

A Well, charccter of service under 118 ee.ys sams |34
6

i
as 117. Service hereunder is not availc.ble frcm feeders15

.

sarving.a secondary network systam.;g
,

0 What doce that nean?
37

A I'm not too aura what it meane in this context,,,
t c.

J

Whatever it may mean, I didn't consider it had any bearingg
,

,

because that rate turned out to be a higher rata, and',uC

therefore aince it LAC, if anything, rore rcerriceivc in itsg

availability, any customer would prefer to be. served under
'

,,
a

117 than 113, and tharo wcb nouhing to indicato he didn't !23 i
.

have that choice. '
4

O Why didn't you ccmpare the municipal cuatcaers .
2o.

I
i

-.

- - - -
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1 rate with 1187

2 A Because any industrial custo:acr who they might

3 compare it with apparentiv has the right to be served
, -

4 under 117, which is a lower rate.

. S Q What is the basis for thinking uhat there is a

6 choice involved?

7 A Because it doesn't indicate otherwise, and if

8 you publish a rato schedule and it doesn't say that it ic

g not available to such and such peopic, then it is presumed

10 to be available.

it 0 Which of these incustrial cuctemera -- which

12 industrial customers under these achedules would you

13 think that the municipal custcmers of Ohio Edison may

y be more likely to serve?

15 MR CHADNO: I think I'm geing to object to
:

16 that question. I don't understand it.

MR. REYNOLDS: Did you understand the questicn?37

THE WITNESS: No.gg

BY MR. REYNOLDS:19

20 Q Would you expect the wholesale custcmars of

Ohio Edison to serve industrial customers under 15 kva or21

~

over 15 kva for the most part?,c2

A You are speaking about the retail custcmers of2a,
.

'

e mun c pa es?24

Q That's right.
25

!

.
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1

!

I

1 is Well, like the othar utilitian in cho area. I would I
i

2 assume they would have core mvicr 15 kva thsn ever.

3 Q Then uhy wouldn't the industrial rate 116 b2 a
-

4 more appropriatu rate to use der ccmparison uith the

5 wholesale customcrs rata?.

6 A Becauce I don't know any of these municipalities ,

t

7 whose total load is lesa thau is kva or in that order,

i

G We are ccaparing the rate to the municipality which han a

g load of, say, 10, 15, 20,000 kva uith :he rate to an

10 industry of comparablo size.

1; O In terms of their chility to c r.pete, wouldn't it

ga be more relevant to loo.i at the rate of OLu inductrini .

|

13 customers that the munis are most likely to ''o e-"ving? !

gg MR. CEARNO: Fcr clarification of the record, whose

| 15 ability to ccmpete? j
.t

16 BY MR. REYNOLDSt

37 Q The whclesale customers of Ohio Ediscn?

A No. The point that I assume we are addraccinggg
,

I.

gg here, certainly that I address ny testinony to, was ti.. ether

I
20 the municipalities' ability to conpsta in any rchail

business is hampered by their having to pay un unduly high| 21
'

22 | Price fcr the power they buy, and it was a ecmparicon

of that pouer they buy with what uculd be paid by ang
.

industrial user buyi,ng a similar caounu of power, which is24

the test I suggested, and which I assuma ne are,52

.-

*
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1 discussing, unless you tell me otherwise.

2 Q I thought you just said that mc.st industrici

3 customers of the munia would une rata 116?
.

,

4 A I said that. I don't see its reisve.nce to the
i

. 5 other question.

6 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Reynolds, cre you saying

7 that an industrual customer cf the municipal would

8 purchase from the municipal at the rate stated under 116?

9 MR. REniOLDS: I'm caving that the municipal's

10 industrial cuccomers for the most part would be the type

11 of customer that would be purchasing from Ohio 2dison under

12 rate 116.

13 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.
.

14 MR. REYNOLDS: And for compnrison purposes,

15 therefore, the rate to the uhoicsala custcmers should be

16 compared with the 116 industrial rate. which is the

17 competition that the wholesale customer would hnve to

18 meet. That is the alleged price squeeze.

19 MR. SMITH: Do you go an additional step and

20 suggest that under the 118 schedule that thera is a

21 sufficient spread between that schedule and 116 to permit
.

22 the municipal to compete for that uholesaln load, that

23 industrial load?
,

24- MR. RZYNOLDS: Yes, we will get to that.
>

MR. SMITH: I anticipated ycu.25 |
I

,
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1

1 BY MR. 2E*R10LDS :

2 Q Do you know what criteria chic Edison uses to

3 apply these industrial cchedules to C.eir industrial
, .

.; 4 custcmers?

5 A No, I do not, asida from what is sicat:3d here.-

6 There is supposed to ha stated here all of the ecnditions

7 of applicability.

I ed 5 g

|'
9

10

11

12-

13

14

15

16

!
'

17

13

,

19

20

i 21
-

,

22 |
'

,

, 23

24

! 25
|

-

A==m .-- ,

--ev ,- , ,. _ _ - , , ,_
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G Do you know whether the Chic Edison's municipal

load factor is -- fer its wholesale custerers, is mere

similar to the load facnor that is contemplatsd for,
a

~

industrials in 116, 117 cr 11G?
4

*
. S|

G And what is the basis for that?

A Looking at the figures and the compe.ny's report

to the Federal Pouer Commissica and its formal recort, which
6 -

shows sales under the several rate schedules and gives

kilowatts and kilowatt hours and permits one to make some

analysis of typical lead factors indicated undar the

different rate schedules.
12

And the custcmars served under the 117
13

schedule are more comparable in sise and lead factor to

the municipalities than the customers served under the
15 '

other rate schedules.
16

G What is the load fcctor of the industrials
17

served under 117?
18 |

A. I don't remember the figura.
19

I made that comparison. I would be glad, if

you have a copy ~ handy of the reports to FPC, to lock up
21

the numbers.-

22

O Do you know what the load factor is for ths
23

.

industrials served under 113?
24

A Same answer,
25

)
.

7% -
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1, O Is your ansm r the c ea uith respact to tha

2 load f actora for indtsi.c:ials under 11.5?

3 A Yes.
.

4 g Do you hava .:opio i of the studies yo.1 unde

- 5 or the analyses you anda to deterrdne the lead ?ceto::s

6 trith respect to tha ind2strialc under ench cf thoss chree?

7 A. They warc do:te in ::iy head.
i

3 It is a simple mc.tv.cr of locking * *, nur. card

i

g and volume and dividing tha kilcwatt hours by the kilom2tta

10 and numbers of custcmcra nd getting r.vercge um per

11 customer, and everage hilcwatt horra per hilcw.'.tt, in

12 a range of -- which does not nr.va tc'ho prcrisa numbers,

13 but the approxinatict talla ycu quickly uni-52 group j

l

14 is more comparable to tne municipal group.

gg I can repeat the calculatiens for you quickly i
,

16 hero, if you provide a copy of the repc:- s to t!:-3 FFC.

37 G How unny industrial custcr. ora vero there in ecch

18 class that ycu enalysee? .

A Here I counci.n't trust my nar.c 1 very f ar. I
39

20 believe the number in t'lo 117 groups,which wan the most ;

!

21 Pertinent, was in the general order of 50 to 100 or so
I.

industrios.22

There was a considerably larger ntunber und : 11G.3,a.

Off-hand I don't romanier heir many under 113.24

0 Do you recall roughly what the differanca in
25

1

|
.
1

- _ _ _
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I load factors was with each of the;:e group: of customers?

2
A No, I do not.

3 g And the Itunya?
,

4
A No.

- 5 g Was it larg' or a small differonen?

'

6
ESS A I can't cr.pand on what I said befora about that.

S7 g Let me ack you to lech at the Nationcl Electric
.

O Rate Book excarpt, DJ E::hibit 4F2, which in the

U Pennsylvania Industrial Rate Schsdule. Uhat ic the diffar2nce

10 in the character of service betwaun Rate Schedula 50 and

II S1, as shown on page 107

12 A It is a difference sinilar 20, and I believe,

13 identical with the case you refer to with to Chio Edicon

I4 schedules.

15 Sechedulo 50 is applicable beloa 15,000 volta and

16 Schedule 51 abobe 15,000 volts. While we are en that

17 poin t, let me add, and I should have said it hefore in

18 referring to the earlier questicas about which achedule is

I9 more comparable, it would obviously not be appropriate, even

20 aside from the reascns I gave to ccmpara a rate schsdule,

21 based on delivery at voltage of less than 15,000 volts
.

22 and, therefore, a higher rate, to the rates to tha municipalitic a

23 who take serve at more than 15,000 voltu..

24 MR. SMITH: Before you loave thic line of

25 questioning, I have a few questions to ask.

-.
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MR. REYNOLDS: I'm not ebout to lawa fot. I'm;

utill n this.2

Let me ha're ':ho last wiever bach.3
.

(The rcporter read the record cc requentad.)4

*
S.

GMr. Kampmaier, do any of the municipal :uctemersg

of Pennsylvania Powar have fccilitiea that take pc ver at
7

' '* ** *
8 *

A. That was my recollection.
.

Now, I can cito you specifics in the c:we of |

Chio Edison, because I happen to have c sc't.ple uith

r2e in my notebook.

I don't have the Pennsylvcnia one. I
13

.!
4 If, in fact, no municipal customrs of

Pennsylvania Pouar have facilitias that can taka pcuer at

i15,000 volts or above, then wouldn't the pregar 2chedul .
16 |

t
for comparisen bc 50 rather than 517 !

17 i |

A I would have to re-eramine that. It
18

night be. I'm not sure.

-G .Can you tell by a Icek at those two rate

schedules whether rate 50 is higher the:. rat Si? I

A Rate 50 is higher then rata 51, you.*

22

I must say it in hard to teli just by iceking
23.

at them, because of their compler.ity -- they cro unucually
24 -

land unnocessarily cc:cF ex. .
25

'
!.

a
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g But I have made the calculation sufficiently

( - 2 to show for myself that 30 is higher d.an 51,

3 QL !!ow did you arrivo at the deci.ica to uce

.

Schedule 5174

. 5 A. For the sama reasons that I str.had in the case

6 of the ohio Edison comparison betwcan Schedulo 117 and 118.

'

ES7 7

,
8

1

0

to

11

12

13

14
*

15

16

17

18

19

20
1

21

.

i 23
,

24

25

i
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1 Q Is that becausa it war your view that tha

_

2 customer had the choice to ha en the louer of tha two ;

3 schedules?
.

4 A That uns one alcment, assuming ha is prcpared to

5 take at a specified voltage leval, yes, ha han a choice.-

3 Tha other core crucial elemones I mentioned uere

7 comparing the cimo of the nunicipal lot.d and their lead

8 factors with the cino and load factors of the indue:ry

9 served under these oeveral rata schadulos. And which

to therefore one should look at if cne is talking about

11 sales to municipalities and te a comparable -- and to

12 an industry uith cocparable loads.

13 Q And why did you not select the 52?

14 A Again for the same reasons I crated. It has a
1

15 somewhat higher rate level and I think that caeterars

10 therefore tend to gravitate to 51 rather than 52.
|

37 At any rate, the ones ccmparable in cits to
.

18 the municipalities are found under 51.

;9 Q Do you know how many inductrial custemers arc

20 served under 51 as opposed to 527'

23 A I don't recall any more.
.

22 O You did make that analycic at one point?

A YC8*23
4

,

1

24 Again, I would be glad, if you want to show me
|

the report to the FPC, to run through it with you.25

..

,
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1 O Which had more industrici customers?

2 A I don't r2mesher. There ar2 cn3 or two other

3 differences between thcae schedulos and the schedulos of
.

4 the municipalities.

. 5 O There is no question pendin?.

6 A I was trying to recall whether that was c'ne of

7 the things you asked me about wh2re I may not have completely

8 answered.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Smith, do ycu want to ash

10 questions on the rate schedulo?
4

11 MR. SMITH: I think that I would like to defer

12 if the Department is going to inauira further into this subject

13 matter. Perhaps it will be racolved. If :$ct, I will ask

14 then.

15 Will you be going into this, Mr. Charno?

16 MR. C!IARNO: *les , I will.

MR. SMITH: I will be interested in knowing --37

18 my questions might center around what effact, if anyf

industrial rates are influenced by the desire or the10

20 eff rts on the part of utilitias to attract industry into

i

their areas. To what extent this introduces a ccmpetitive21

'

factor to utilities in other regions cf the country, and22

the extent that the state utilities ccmmission take !23
.

cognizance of this and the c:: tent to which the stata24

y mm ssions taking cognizance of the fact that25

|
|
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1 the musicipalities could use thic sm.e concept if ther had

2 the rate, necessary rats, correct rncco te r mputa for I

3 industry vis-a-vis other pares of the ccuntry.
.

'

4 Have I muddied that up?

- 5 MR. CIL"Julo: I think uc vill ccver that crea,

6 yes.

7 BY MR. REYICIDS:
..

t
i

a O Mr. Kampmaier, are you cuarc cf a report issued

g by the Tennecace Valley Authority that etqucs that the lcw

10 ratos of the Tennessee Valley Authcrity for induccrial

;y customers has not tandad to attr:ct industry away frc:a other

12 areas?

13 MR. CID.RITO: Could UG have a date for 2 hat

14 report?

MR. REYNOLDS: Latc '60s. 'G3?-

lo'
.

I don't racall cae around that thr.o.ITHE ICTMESS: i
l o- e

f

I recall one quito a feu yearc sarlier than that.
,74

3Y HR. RErJOLDS:gg

Q You say --g

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Ask him if T~1A ever form 0d anyto
,,

nelusion with respect to whether low ciectric ratea
21

'

tended to draw inducury fren other sections-of the country.22

**
23.

Q Can you answer that questien, Mr. '?_n;:nsier?24

A I think co.

1
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1 I think it is necessary in answering that

2 question to make a careful distinction between two different

3 things:
.

4 One is aeracting neu industrial plants which are

,
5 looking around the country for a place to locate, and

6 the other is a question of whether industries close down a

7 plant in one area and moVO to another aran becauce of low

8 rates.

9 The answers are different. On the first point,

10 the conclusions T7A found was that its rates have encouraged

11 industrial development in the Tennessco Velay with a good

12 many new industrial plants baing astablisned there which

g might presumably have been establiched co.newhera else.

8 14 On the question of whether this has led --

15 the low rates have led industries to move to the araa from

16 somewhere else, they were able to find on the occasion I

17 recall, which was a number of years ago, two examples, both

gg quite small cycr a period of 20 years or more.

19 0 What kind of industries generally were attracted

20 by lower rates to locate in the TVA area?

A Large electro-process industries, whien use21

-

large quantities of power, and which therefore have22

23 relatively high power costs in relation to other companies.
.

Q Can you give me some order of nagnituda asg3

25 how large an industrial you are talking about?t

|
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1 A Well, it ranges widely. The ucra typicals

2 ones might use from 20,000 kilewat s to 3C0,000 kilowatts.

I
3 0 Those ara the industricle al the aina uhich |

*

i
4 the municipalities of T7A would not ha expected to curve, '

- 5 but rather TVA wculd serve directiv?

6 A No. Scma of them on the 1cuar side of the

7 range are cerved by tha municipalitiec.

s Q Uculd you expcet, Mr. Kampmeicr, tint thero

g would be many industrials of 20,000 hva and abovo that

to would locate in an area which was served b/ a canil

munici ality? -P11
|
a

12 A I don't know uhat you maan 57 utuv. Therc |

13 are several dozens of them in the Tennesses Valley.

14 O What about in Ohio?

A I don't soc any reason why Ohic wocida't tend15

16 to attract similar hinds of industrice. The CIS00 area

37 is a more industriali cd crea than the Tcnnessca Valloy.

9 Q Mr. Kampmeier, did you mshe any studics to33

gg datermine what proportion of tho fined cocts arc included

20 in the demand charge under chio Edison's rate schadule for

municipal systems ccmpared to Chio Edison's industrial,tu
.

rate schedule?22

A No. I think that falls within the ansvar.3
,

.

I gave yesterday that I have not n:cds any detailed cost,,
4*

studies for Ohio Edison.5

1.

.
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1 Q Let's assume a municipal cyctem wich a peak

2 demand of 10 megawatts; under its pdrchaca pcuer rate, that
'

3 systam would pay to the wholosi.le supplier for a 10 uegauatt
.

4 demand charge, would it net?

- S THE WITNEGS: 'Uould you ropeat the quectica,

6 please?

7 (Whereupon, the reporter raad the

a pending question, as request;d.)

9 THE WITNESS: I don't unnt to be nit-picking,

to but the demand charge is based on kva, rather than kilowatts.

It Of course, I assume when you asked the question the way

12 you did, you are also asking about the demand charge in the

13 particular month in which that peak t.as established..

14 That would necessarily be the demand chargo of another

15 month.

16 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

37 Q Say 10,100 kva demand. Assume that cyctem

18 adds an industrial customar with a peak demand of 10,000

gg kva. It would charge that customer under its rate

20 schedule for 10,000 kva, wouldn't it?

A Presumably, yes.21

' ~

22 O Now assume that that 10,000 kva industrial

23 custcmer has a peak demand of 10,000 kva, but only 8000
.

.j4 kva of that demand occurs at the time of the municipality's

25 peak demand, thereby raising the municipality's peak from

I
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1 10,000 kva to 10,000 1.ra?

2 A Yes.
}

3 O The municipal n.uat.now pay its wholegale
e

4 suppliar the demand charge for 13,000 Iwa, , isn' t that right?

5 A Right. I.

6 Q Now under the assumptiene that we hava just
i

7 discussed, is it n=t trua that the nunicipal would charge

G its industrial custcmar its rato for 10,000 kva thile

"

D increasing its pa'/ ment to the wholecale suppliar b/ a

to charge for only 8000 additional hva?

11 A That's correct, under the accumptiens you atated.

12 Right.

nd 9 13

14
1

15
4

i
16 i

.I
17 t

i

18

19

20

; 21
:

e

i

.

25

l

i
.

8
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0 Moreover, the cdditicnal -- moreover the additionalS10 1

8,000 kva of the wholesale custccor's dem:2.nd t.ould habwl 2

charged at its lowest damand block of the whelocalo3
O

suppliers rate schedulo, while the municipality vould chargo i
4

its industrial customer form ita initial highest demand
S

block on the rate schedule; isn't that. correct?
6

A That is correc.t
7

0 And wouldn't it also be true that the energy
g

charge paid by the municipal to its wholesalo supplierg

f r the kilowatt hours ascociated with its sale to the
10

industrial customer would be paid for from the
3,

muni ipality's lowest energy block cn the supplicr's
, ,2

rate schedule, while the nunicipality, in turn, would
,3.

charge the industrial custc=ar at its initial highestg

energy block?

A. That is correct,

Q Doesn't it follow then that a simple coraparison

of the wholesale supplier's wholesale industrial -- the

whole supplier's and industrials rates -- strike that and

* " * *Y "9" "*
20

O Doesn't it follow that a simple comparisen of a
,1u

wholesale supplier's wholesale rate and industrial rate~

t

does not indicate whether there is a price squeezc?'

. 23

A No, that does not folicw.

S Why not?
25

s
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; A Let me try to cuplain. Exectly tue ..sm mismants,

( ; providing some -margins for a municipality in serving an

3 [ industrici load apply te the invsator-cwc.ed utility, if it
e I-

4 ic supplying the industrial lead. I
'

5 If, however, the invsator-cwned utility is supplying
-

to the municipality, the pcuer which the mcnicipe,lity is-
o

going to razell,'and the r.unicipality hcc tc pc.y sicjnifice.ntly |7

more f r that power than, in effcct, it is ccraing the0

investor-cwne'd utility, and it would bei justified en ag .

c st-related bacis, justified as indicated by the --

g
' |sort of rato comparicont> that I have been tall.ing about, than;; $

1
the price squecca is still thera. !12

I
It doesn't alter the price Lqueoce al all..

|g .

Iwhere one particular industry cerrad either by tna investor-g ,

craned utility or the nunicipality hcppens to have ito
,y. -
;

Peak right on tcp of the system peak or another one ic
16

' completely off the sycten pock.

The conditionc arc the scte in terau of tlic qu2stion
10

|
of the relativa cent of the wholoccle product that is |19

involved.,

to

And if there is a differential there

that is unjustified, then you have a prica squuano.

IES10
23,

24

25 |

_- . .-.
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arl D7 MR. REYNOLDS:

2
O Isn't it true that under the conditicna you

3 pose that if the wholesale customer -- if the whole2ala,

4 customer charged ita industrial customer exactly the

3'

same induntrial rate that the wholesale supplier charged

0 its industrial customer, that the ~~ and the whciessla

7 rate was the same as the industrial rate, than the

3 wholecale supplier would pay its wholesale -- 12t ma ctart

Q
over again.-

10 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: While ycu are ures: ling with

11 your question, let me ask the witnesc a questica or two.

12| In the example Mr. Reynolds gnve, it was

13 indicated that tha municipality was making mency on

I4 the resale of power to its industrial customera.

15 THE WITNESS: To this particular industrial

16 customer, right.

17 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Wouldn't thav make more money

18 if the municipality was purchasing at the

19 industrial rate all along?

20 THE WITNESS: Exactly.

21 BY MR. REYNOLDS:
.

22 Q That would depend en what the industrial rate is,

23 wouldn't it?,

24 A If you were premising a different condition

25 than we have been talking chout, one in which the rates to

1

'

_ _ ,
|
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I the municipality la lover than tha inductrial rate,

o
then my ancwer would be diff 2rcnt in that conte:.t.~

3 MR. RDYMOLDS: Why don't we tako fivs minutOO?,

4 CHAIRMAN RIGI2R: All right.
^

3 (Recess.)

012 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

7
O Mr. Kampmeier, undar the conditions that we

O
discussed zegarding the 10,000 kva cyctem and

9 the addition of an industrial customer with a poch dcuand

10
of 10,000 kva, is it not true that the wholesalc nunicipal

11 custcmer is paying to its supplier for fewer !cva than it is

12 selling to its industrial custcmar?

13 A That's correct.
I

I4 '

Q Isn't.it impossibic, without making a ctudy,

15 to determine solely from the face of a wholocals aupplier's
16 wholesale rate and industrial rate, that the wholceale

17 customer could not offer a competitive price to a given

18 industrial custcmcr and still turn a profit?

19 A Would you raad that question again?

20 (Whorcupon, the reporter read the

21 pending question, as requested.)
,

22 THE WITNESS: I will have to csk you 'co read

23 that one more time.

24 (whereup6u, the repolter reread

25 the pending questica, as requested.)

.

e #
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I TIiE WITNESS: It dependu on the particular

2 custcmcr, particular industrial cuscenar end the nature

3 of his requirc.mants. I thir.k in some ecsou it would be,

4 easy to arrive at a conclusion uithcut a detailed study..

. 5'

In other cases, it would require a denailed study. Detailed

6 meaning running through rate cchedules and so on, at least

7 as a first stop. That might be sufficient -- 15, 20

0 minutes work might be sufficient"to answer tha quantion

9 and it might not. If it is a very cloce question, then

10 you would have to get into further analysis of cost factors,

11 investnent factors in serving the industrial cuntomer.

12 BY MR. REYNOLDS:
.

13 Q Did you go through that kind of analysis?

14 A No, beccuse it wasn't relevant to what I was

15 testifying to.
3

16 Q Would you define for me wh- t your understanding

17 is of the term " price squccze"?

cnd 12 18

19

20

21

|
*

l22

23,

24

25

L

. , - . . . . . -
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1 A Yes. In layman's terms, my understanding is that

bwl

2 if a company which is serving custcmarc, bcth at wholasala

a and at retail, who offers cartain pricos te hic larg2
.

4 retail customers, if he then refuces to cell to wholosale

5 customers forrosale, at terms which would be reasonably-

6 compatibic with the terms I just refarrad to for his sales

7 to the large retail customers, but rather, danands a

substantially higher price, thercby hampering tha distributora

9| in its ability to compete for such retail cuctemers, that

this constitutes a condition of price squee:c.
10,

g I see.3j

And it is your view that in ordor to form a
12

judgment regarding price squec=a, that a study that wculd
13

to to whether or not the rate charged to the uholesale4

customer was such as to hamper its ability to compoto and
15

turn a profit, would not be relevant to whether or not
16

there existed a price squeeze?
,7

A Well, hampering its ability --gg

ep s, I C: .
19

interrupt you on that, because I don't recall the Witness
20

testifying to that.
s1
,

a
That is so far frcm what he said, thct I think

22
'

the question is improper.
3

MR. REYNOLDS: Would you read two qu2stions
,

before and from there right through.
,_ua

_
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(The reportar read tha record es ra.p.act2d.)
i

)

.MR . ICYNOLDS : Can he finish the nr.mter? j,
hw2 3

~

CHAIR!4AH RIGLER: Ho.

* You t.my rephrase your question.
4

BY MR. RSWOLD3:

O What was the intentica of your testimony as
.

o

act forth at pages 34 and 34?

A Well, specifically, it uas to prcvida cuevars toG

ES13 the question at the top of pago 24, in t.he CMC'.; uraa !

Sll |~

can small cyctema buy powar at icwcr pricos thr. ayatrasgo

;; with cimilar encrejy and demand requirementc?
'

,

;G. ICCICLLS: Was that testirony als:o in12

your view deemed rolovant to Guartion 01 on pujo 3D,,w
|

THE WITUESS: Yes, i

14

BY MR. REYUOLDS: i
., o a

!

G Is it your tactimony today that, insofar asgg

you knew, timre is no price squea::o situation in Ohio j37

Edison's service aroa?43

A No, that 13 not my testimen'/.
79

0 Is your testinony exactly'to the centrary, that20

it is yottr judgn:ent that there is a price aquec::e citurtion, I
~

in the Ohio Edison servica territory?
22

I
t

A It so appears to ma.
'

2a.

S Does it appear to you uithout havings,4

Y" #" O*

25

.

- - - , ,
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the wholesale supplier's wholasala rato and industrial
1

2 rate, with regard to whether or not the whorascilo customar

3 could not offer a competititve pric-a to c givdn industrial
.

4 customer and still turn a profit?'

.
,

A. I believe I should be entitizd at this point5.

to explain a little bit.6

CL could you answer the qlostion, ploaco.7

A W uld you read the question, please,8

(The reporter read the pending question.)g

MR. CHARNO: Objection, asked and ancuorod atg

least twice.

CHAIPMAN EIGLER: The objection la vall-founded.

I will permit it, nonetheless, this cne ti 20 .

I think ycu have just about e :hausted thisg

area, however.i

THE WITNESS: There is a double negativa in

there, and other dif ficulty in following. I will have to

ask you to read it.

(The reporter read the pending question. )
,9e

'"HE WITNESS : I'm sorry, but I dea' t tihink that

question quite hangs together.

*

Y u say, does it appear to me --22

23,

24

25

I

.
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Iarl BY MR. R3n'CLDS :

2
Q It refers to your previcta chatcmant concerning

3 prics squee::e. You indles.ted it appears to you thare van
.

f

a price squeone situation.~

I 5 The question was whethar that conclucien vias

6 draun without undortaking the cort of study that I asked

7 in tha question.

3 A Well, leu no see thother hv paraphrasing f

9 the question, I can be sure I'm cncrcring tha right

10 questien.

11 Are you asking me this:
4

12 Did I conclude without mero detailed studios
i

13 thm. I have described that a municipality might not be

14 able to serve cortain industrial custcaars at a profit?
,

15 0 Let me ach.vou this:

16 Did you make your det5rmination or for.'1 your

17 judgment as to the existence of a price aquceco solely en
I

18 the basis of the studies that you have described in your

19 direct testimony and to tha extent that you have discus. sed |

.

20 it on cross-axamination tcday?

21 A As reinforced by cuch circicastannial avidenca
"

|

22 as the various municipalities who have bein unablo to |
|
|

.,
23 continue to reclain in ccmpatition with Ohio Edicon. |

*

1

24 Q And which municipalities are you raferring to?

25 A Oh, for example, Nortclh -- I don't have ny list i
1
1

1

1

i

l
i

y _ , - -
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1 divided up by company arias at tha mcrant. I will stop

2 them for the moment.

3 0 What is the ccmpetiuion for indus+.rie.1 customers
.

4 between Norwalk and Ohio Edison that you hava in mind

S that caused them to go out of business?.

6 A They apparently clearly were finding it

7 increasingly difficult to produce power and sell it at

8 rates that would be comparabic with Ohio Edison's rates

9 and still stay in the black.

10 Q Do you know when Norwalk unc acquired by Ohio

g; Edison?

12 A I did know. I don't have the dato in mind.
.

13 Not* terribly long ago.

14 Q And what ratan are you reforring to that you

15 e mpared with Norwalk and Ohio Edison in order to draw

16 the conclusion that you just drew?

A The comparisons could ho daduced from the17

consultant's roports which I saw, which indicated the
18

19 revenues received at Norwalk's oxisting rates and what

the corresponding revenues would be for the Ohio Edison20

rates.
21

~

0 What report is it that you saw, specifically?22

A I don't remember the -- either the nama of
.

23

the consulting firm cr the nar.o of the report.24

Q Who showed you that report?25

|

.
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1 A Attorney for the D 27=rircent of Justico.

2 O When did that cccur?

3 A Three nonths c: co ago, I cuppose-
.

.

4 0 And it is your tastizon/ chet ca the basic cf

S the revenue figuros in that report that ycn concledod
.

6 there was a price squee c situation regarding Uc walk

7 uhich resulted in Ucrwalk being acgrired by Gaic Edison?

g MR. CHAmio: I object to that question as a laia-

characteri::acion.9

10 MR. REEIOLDS: I'm aching if that 10 --

MR. CIINDIO: The witnecc did not --
l.e

MR. PS*TdOLDS: I'm asking the witness 112 that,, 4..

1

is the be. sis for his conclusion. |13 ;
.

'' MR CHARl!O: That is not what you ached. '

14

CHAIIUIAM RIGLER: Let nc haar the qucstion.
15

(Whereupon, the reporter read the I
16

pending question as requented.)
17

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You can answer that yea or no.gg

THE WITNES3: I'Is not sure I can answcr it vecjg

Or no.,40

CHAITON RIGLER: Ea eck2d if that wc3 your
1

,

' tastimony.g

THE WITNESS: Thon the anarar is no.g
-

BY MR HSYNCLDS:

25 ) Q Am I correct that the rscort that the Department
~

1
s

i;

__.
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I
showed you regarding Norwalk is the cola bacio en which

2
you formed your conclusion that I?crualk une forced out

3 of business as a result of a price sque23e?
.

'I
MR. CHARNO: Objection. I dcn't belicve that

5 is the conclusion the witness testified ho. .It is a
,

6 mischaracterization.
7 MR. REYNOLDS: I'm asking if that is his testbr.ony,

8 MR. CHARNO: Mo, you're not. You're asking if

D that is the basis for the conclusion ho reached, and you
10 misstated the conclusion.
11 (Whereupon, the reporter read frca
12 the record, as requested.)

13 MR. CHARNO: I rapeat my objection.

14 CHAfFbOS RIGLER: I will sustain that.

15 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

16 Q Did you compare any rate schedulec with regard

17 to the -- strike that and let me ask it this way:
18 Did you compare the rate schedules for Ohio

19 Edison's wholesale customers and inductrial customers
20 for the period preceding and up to the time that

21 Norwalk was purchased by Ohio Edison?
.

22 A I can cnly answer that if semcone will tell me

'_ 23 the date when it was acquired.

24 0 Did you look at any rate schedulas other than
;

25 the rate schedules that have been introduced as anhibits

i
i

.-__
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5 1 to your -- by the Department of Justics e.n$. r9d-lined,

/ 2 the ones that we referred to earlior?

3 A Yes.
.

t 4

; snd 15 5

6
,

7
.

'
8

|

9*

1
i

i 10
i

.

12
.

13
{

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

. 21

1
-

22

* 23
>.

t

24

25

|

!
_. .

,

_ _ _ , _ . . -.. - , . _ . . , , _ . , _ . - . __
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bil 1 g Which onen?

2 A. Well, it so happened that a fou yeara earlier, I

3 was asked to conduct a rate seminar for a group of,'
( 4 municipalitios in Ohio, Mici,igen, Indiana, nnd umong those -

5 5 among the participants were seca cyctema carved by Onio

6 Edison.
.

7 They introduced me at that tine to - that. was

8 the first time I unc introduced to the Ohic Edicon

9 industrial rato schedulec, and the question cmm up in thu

to context of whether those were not unusually and enduly
,

11 complicated rate schedules. They were.
'

,,s.

12 Theraforo, the matter atuck in ny aind. When |
I
'

( 13 I was involved in thic, I recalled that. Imd I found that

14 I had kept the National Electric Rata Ucek for the period
,

i-

15 that was -- Hational Electric nata 2cok that was currant i

16 at the time of that discussion.
+

i

17 So I locked up those ratas to .cce whether the .

|
18 basic form had changed any, and casentially, whnt had been !

19 hapr'ening to the icvel of.it.

20 And those are the other ratcc to which I refer of

21 Ohio Edison. ~

-

. i

22 g What was the th= period of those ratos?

*

. 23 A. As I recall, it waa - now, it wau the late 50s.

24 g And did you look at tho wholocale rates at

25 that time alco?

-.
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bw2 A No, I didn't hava thorc available to us. I locked
1

at taem at the tima, but I didn t he.ve tham .'.n nv files,e
2 ,

ar.d didn't have tren available when I Icohud i! hac'c up
,

.

Q. Do you know now or do you re nil r.cm, whether
,
-

,

- it was your judgment th e. a prica scueezq 2:d.ched at that
5*

tiem?
6

! A I wasn' t thinking cf it, particularly, in those
,

terma. That is not primarily the ts..m3 in which I'm
3

thinking of it now. But I do recall that the iatec to the
9

municipalities at that time appocrad te be unduly high |
10,

,

! in relation to the in(ustrici rntoa.
1?

C I thought you said you didn' t lecic at the
12

i'

uholesala rate schedules at that tir.o? j
*

13 1 I
if
'i A l'm .sorry, if I didn't nahc it claar..

14 |
L I did lock at then at the tima. I

i

15 ,, j

! I w'as not able to refrach r.y asmory about them
16

at the time I look back in my filas ncw. While I kept the
!!7 i

Nati .ii. Elecer;.c Race Buck, that is tha sort of thing that
18 j

has reference value for varions purpceau, I had nch kept tho j
i

'
19 ,

wholesale rate schedule.
20

CHAIR!WI RIGLER: Mr. Rayncids, let ca ask ycu i

21 l'
,

~

a question, Is it yout- thesis in this line of questicning
22

r

\ that if a . municipal can obtain an industrici .

.

23
customer and make a profit en that cuntcair, then tha

24
municipal cannot be the victin cf a prica 'nqua-2za7 i.

25

i,
!

L i

.- _ -. . _ . _
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liR. REYNOLDS: Of cource. Yes, sir.j

Am I to undcratand froa the c,unation of ther :

Chairaan that the Chai:ar.cn han a differant view?, 3
_

CHAIR 14?di RIGLERs You ara to undcr9tsnd that the4

Chairman will e.sk the questions. I'm prohir.g to find-

5-

out what your concept of the antitruct 1 cur in on in casistent
6

situation might be.
7

Would. it bc your position that r.y degT0e of
3

profitability ubuld climinata the poscibility of findingg

price squeo::e c neributed to a monopoly aituation?
10

MR. RE'RiOLDS: Could we dicuisa the Hitness?g

CHAI1U11CT RIGL2R: Yes.g

(f.'he Wit esac was tenperarily ,

c::crased. )g

J CHAIRMRU RIGC R Let me recturc this.

Wocad 13 he youp contention, as a general,
- 1o_

|~ ' articular -matter now and without referenea to any n
17 |

Applicant company, that if a monopolint allcun ite
.

customers to make a small profit on .anala, that the

monopolist thereby cr.not bc a none2alict? e

' MR. REYNOLDS: The last onrt of that is*.-

21-
,

"
therefore, a monopolist connot be a ncnopoly?

'

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Would not be engag0d inc

anticompetitive acts or could not be found to be engaging

in anticor.petitive act:s.

c

.- . _ . _ _
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I MR. REY 110LDS Well, certainly, sinc; tha

2 rates are set by regulatory authority, I uould havo

' 3 no problem saying, absolutely, yac, to chat.
,

4 CHAIRMMI RIGLER Somenf your questions to the
'

5 Witness were premises on the municipality solling to its'

6 industrial customer at a competitive rate er
1:

7 competitive level. Is that the phrase you usnd?

86 MR. REYNOLDS At a competitive prico.
*

9 CHAIRMNT RIGLEF Suppose the prico could

to be more competitive. Would that be a factor in asscesing

11 whether there could be a situation inconcistent uith the

12 antitrust laws?

13 MR. REYNOLDS: You uny " suppose" the

14 municipal customorn --

ES16 15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21*

.

22

1 .

23-

24

25
|

|
|

|

|

[
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CHAIRMAN RIGL22: Suppose the municip:tlity'

2 could buy at a rate that would allcw it to offer at an even

3 more competitivo prico to the industrial custcmcr?*

,

4 MR. REYNOLDS: The problcm I'm having is that
'

5 the prices are set on the basis of cost of sarvice by the+

6 regulatory agencies. When you scy a Tr. ore conpetitivc price,

7 I don't understand uhat you mean.

8 CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: We have bacn in chis area for

9 over an hcur now. The witness has testified if the

to municipalities had an industrial rato that they would

11 have a greater margin of profit.

12 It scenc to ne logical that thsy could then go
.

I
13' to their industrial customers and perhaps negotiate with

14 them for an even louer rate and introduce a new clement

15 of competition so that the invc0 tor-ouned utilitien

1G might consider whethar they wanted to lowcr thsir rate

17| schedulo to ccmpato for those inductrial ensteners.

18 There would be a brand nou element of cc:apetition.
1

19 MR. REYliOLDS: Are you suggesting isolated lowerird

20 of rates? Rates are uniform, 'By regulation they have

21 to be unfirom ratas unicsc ws manipulate rates and then.

22 you discriminate against different =uctcmcrc and you run

23 into another antitrust problem.-

24 CHAIR!nN RIGLER: You might have to lot.4F t'no

25 rate schedula as a whole, then, would you nca, in order to
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1 introduce the new element of compatition?

2 MR. REYNOLDS: And that would depend on the''

3 cost of service, which is what the whole regulatory.

.

4 scheme is about. Otherwise ycu then run into discrinina-

', 3 tien against other clasres of customers, like a rasidential,

6 let's say.

7 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right. Let's recall the

8 witness.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I think the uitness

go has already stated that it would b2 inappropriata to lower

3; the rate of a wholesale customer simply to make him

12 competitive for the industrial load uhere cost of service

is reflected in the rate.13,

34 That was his testimony.

MR. CHARNO: That is not quite his testimony.15

Y u are close.
16

(Whereupon, the witness resumed the stand.)
17

MR. REYNOLDS: I would like to request froeg

the Department of Justice a copy of the rcport that it
39

showed the witness which the witness has indicated at least20

had some bearing on his determination that there was a
. 21
'

pri e squeese situation in connection with Norwclk.
22

MR. CHARNO: I can say I haven't the slightent.

23
,

idea what the witness was referring to, but I can guarantee4
t
'

that it was produced on discovery by the Applicant. The

!

|
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1 material that the witness was chewn was that croduced

2 on discovery by tbn Applicante- it '.<culd be core readily

3 available to Ohio 2dican than us, probably..

4 MR. REYtiOLDS: If the Depar+.: ent will

; s designate which dccunent it use that wt.c prcduced on

I
6 discovery, but I would like to have the identity of the !

I
t

7 docu:nent that apparently was produced en disocvory that '

s Mr. Kampmcier was referring to.

g MR CHAR?iO: If Mr. Scrgar is nuro he hss no
|

10 idea what thtt document is and can't ascertain it --
,

j; MR. STEVEN BERGER: I don't. I wasn't privy to !

!
12 your conversations vith the uitnoss.

33 MR. CIIARMO: There 10 only ona such docun:nt.
t

g4 Let's proceed on that basic.

15 BY MR. REYNOLDS: In that the study you are talk- .

l

33 ing about? The only one I knou of ic the one that was
!

marked --
l _e

;
1

.S EE GER: No. '
18

MR. REYNOLDS: I don't know which study it is.gg

MR. CHARiio: We will attampt to estahlish20

which study it is and inform the Applicante.
21.

BY MR. DEYNCLDS:22
i

0 Mr. Kampmeier, do you know of any inductrial
]

.

3
-

i

24 unteser that Norwalk desired to ccmpate for, but '.ns unable
]

to do 30 because of the rates charged to Horwalk by Ohio25 4

i

!

'
l
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1 Edison?

2 A I don't have any cuch customer in mind, no.

3 O Let me ask you this:*

(
4 Mr. Kampmeier, can you tall us t what'

I 5 period of time Norwalk was a wholesale customer of Ohio

6 Edison, if ever?

7 A No, I'm not sure I can say that. llorvalk was

8 basically a generating syctem for an extendod pericd, and

9 was looking for alternatives and the question of

10 wholesale power supply as an alternative was one of the

33 questions that was examined, at least to come Jegree.

12 I don't recall whether it was implemented for any length

f time. I don't recall relative -- the details on the
( 13

relative alternatives at this stage.14

Q W uldn't that have a bearing on whether or not15

a Price squeeze situation could possibly hav2 existed
16

with regard to the City of Norwalk?

' *
18

question there would have been whether the wholesala

** " ""' " * " * " **' "" *" "*20

Norwalk to centinue to be ccmpetitive, even though,

-

apparently it could not be as a generating cystem.

O Is it your testimony that a price cqueeze could.

23,

exist even i* Norwalk were not a wholesale customer?
24

,
A If it had any desire to be.a wholesale customer,
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1 if there was any opportunity for it :o b b but the ta as

2 cn which it could be would have har.mered it in its

,' 3 ability to ccupate and I usuld any vos, you would
,

4 have further evidence -- which is why I r2fstrad to this wholc
.

* 5 business of Norwalk -- furtner evidence of price sauceto

6 conditions.

7 0 Do you have in mind any other specific examplac

8 of municipalitios in the CCCT arca which were desirous of

g ccmpeting for industrial customers, but were unable to

10 because of the rates that thc.t municipality nac being

11 charged by the wholesale supplier?

;2 A Yes. I 1cohad at some othcrc. My rccollectienc

( 13 are even less precise abcut the others at this point

14 than about Norwalk. Therefore, I'm cure I conld not

15 undertake to talk cpecifics without etretching ny me.ory

33 past the breaking point.

la 37 0 Well, I uculdn't vant to do chat, Mr. Esapraior.

gg A No.

39 Q tir. Kampneicr, isn't it true thut tho

20 cost of now generation and tran=niccion capacity that ic

.

installed today would exceed the averagc cost of all gencrc-,
21

22 tion and transmission capacity already in placo on th2
*

2a- Ohio system or on the -- cn the Ohio Edison syste.a, or.

34 on the system of any cther C.1SCO me:chcr?

1A I think that is almost cartainly true. '25
l

|

I
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1 Q And is it not also true that ratec are established

2 on the basis of average imbedded coctc?

'

, ,
3 A By and large, vos.

4 Q And if rates are 2stabliched en the basis of

S average imbedded costs and the costs of new generation

6 and transmission capacity exceeds averago imbeddsd cocts,

7 is it not true that the addition of neu custcmers, industrial

a or otherwise, requiring additional generation and

g transmission capacity, would involve Ohic Edison er any of

to the other Applicants in providing service to such customers

ti at a rate which reflects costs below the coct of the

12 additional capacity neaded to provide the sa:rvica?

13 MR. CHT1R50: Could I have that one b:ck,

;4 please?

15 (Whereupon, the reporter read the
i

16 pending question, as requested.)

17 MR. CHARNO: I object to that unless the

witness understood it. If ha feels he can ansacr it,18

39 I won't object to it. I don't understand it, myself.

,0 THE WITNESS: Well, I think I understand the.

21 purp rt f it. I e uld answer it, I think, caly this way,.

that it is quite possible that this would be -- that22

* w uld be the way it would work, but not necessarily.23

BY MR. REYNOLDS:24

O Why did you say it would not necessarily follow?45
,

|
' I'

i
i
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1 A Because it depends en th0 parti.;ular circu:a-

2 atances. If one picksd a nica favorabic case like the ene

3 you were giving ms a whila a;;c of a 20 parcont diversity '*

4 between the indui; trial 1 cad and the peak load, then tdict

1 5 would start you off with a 20 parcont dificrantial. There

6 is presumably como additional differential in the

7 industrial rates for more typical caces than that.
I

e It uculd be a questien of whchher the ecsts, the

addi*ional costs that were being faced vara up co much accs

10 to outweigh those scrt of differentials.

11 Q Let me ask you this:

12 Ecw much above average inhedded coste do you

13 think incremencal coats for nm1 capc.cicy is at the precent i

!

$4 time for the CAPCO companies?

A You are talking colely~niscut investment new15 ,

16 and no other alenents of cost; is that right?

Q All right, for goneration?37

A They are prehably up 50 parcont. Ecu nuch more,18

I don't know.gg

Q If the cost of new capacity exceeds the20

average imbsdded cost of the existing capacity, would it* 21
.

not be the case that the revenues recaived by Ohic Edicon22

or the other CAPCO mambers would not b2 cufficient to cover-

23.

the cost of cdditional capacity require = cats on overy24

addition to load requiring th?. insta112tica of naw
20

_

,
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;

I capacity?

2 A You mean unless they had a surge in rate increases:

3 Q That's right..

.

b 4 A I think that is true. I hope it is true.

'

5 Otherwose, I don't know why they would have had their.

6 surge in rate increases.

Cnd 18 7

8

9

10

| 11

12

13,

14

15

16

17

16

19

20

21.

.

22

23*
.

; 24

25 -

,

i l

l

. - . . - - . - _ ,
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S19 ; G Let's assume that a wholesale custener of Ohio

*l 2 Edi. son adds an industrial cusccmer. Would it act ba truc,w

3 that the rate to that wholcuale custer.ar chsrgad by-

.

( ,g Ohio Edison for the ..esulting additional load of the

5 wholesale customer would be based on averaga cabedded
'

costa?6

'

A Largely.7

g G Isn't that the way tha F.:C establishes rates 7

A Largely, yes.g

|
0 N w ,whera the cost of new capacity creaeds10

average embedded costs, if the wholesals custo:Xtra addsg)

an industrial load which results in increasing its12

cpa ity purchases frcm Ohio Edisca, thareby requiring Ohio
13

Edison to install additional generating capacity, wouldp;

n t Ohio Edison be selling that additional enpacity to the
15

esale astoem at a rate based on serage shNw
16

costs which would be belev the incremantal coct of installingt .,e

the additional generating capacity required?g

m end of y m ', question,y ugg s a
19 ,

unless there were a series of increases in the wholesalo20

rate.
21-

.

O All richt.U ~

A. Without such increases, the enmeer would be,.

23,

yes, they would be.

With the increases, I prostra that point is taken

|
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I

care of.

2
G If Ohio Edison sells pc ecr to its wholescla

[ U
customer at a rate based on avarage embedded crstu, which

I
' 4

the wholesale customar, in turn, colla to its industrial
8 .

. e
*

retail custcmer, is it not then true that Chic Edicon,
6

assuming it had to install additional capacity a:
7

a cost in excess of avernga embedded costa, in ordrir to
8

p_ ovide that servica, would receiva revenucc belcu its
9 incremental costs, and .thereby suffer a price squeano,

10 as the result of the sale?
II

MR. CIIARNO: Could we run that by ence,
12 giogly7

13 (The reporter read the pending questica.)
14

15

16

17
;

ESl9 18

19

20

*
21

* !

j

22

.

23 1-
!

1

24

25
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srl ,

*
THE MITM2SS: No, it would not theraby

2
suffer a price aquecco as a recult of the cale.

* 9
~

BY I-IP. , REYNOLDS;.

( 4-

Q Why is that?
.

* 5 A Because the came coat circcostances 1culd apply
6 to Ohio Edison if it were serving the inductry, direccly,
7 as if they were calling the power to the municipality for
6

serving the industry. And the probleu et upwnrd trend in

9
costs is being dealt with by a series of rate increases.

10 Preswnably that series of rate inc:caccen in tahing place
II both in the retail ratos of Ohio Edicon and in the tiholesale
12 rates of Chio Edisen and inci4.entally also in the retail

13 i
rates of the municipalitiuc. I

14 The only way in which it vanld be a financial' ,
i

15 detriment to Ohio Edison would be if it +7ere being allowed
16 to increase its rates to industries withcut being allowed
17 to increase its rates to itc wholesale curtomare.
18 Q But until it gets the rarc increase, Ohio

19 Edison is going to suffer the same, whether it sella
t

'directly to the industrial or it selle ir.dir Otly through a20

* 21 wholesale customer providing the sarrice to the industrial?.

22 A Well, the impact of cost incroaces in the acae.
.

23 It probably will not auffer the same overall financial.

124 effect because it will have comawhat higher margina in one |

25 rate than the other. Underthec5.rcv.netancacwehavebeen
.

l
.
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looking at where the rates to the wholecala custer.ers,

are higher than the rates to industry, then presurably Ohio
2

Edison would be better off finsacially if it sold the
3,

.

/ power to the wholesale customer than if it cold it directly4

to the industry.-

5.

^ ^ * * "# # *~'

6

minute break.
,

(Recess.g,

BY MR. REYNOLDS:
9

O Mr. Kampmeier, you have indicated, I believe,

that an increase in Ohio Edison's rates would be a way
11

in which to cure the revenue losses that Ohio Edison
12

| would experience as a result of the rising costs that wo
13 .1

I! have been discussino.
14|l

'

!
'

!. Would it not therefore be r. ore accurata if one
15 |

1s to assess a price squeeze to examine rate schedules
1G

over a period of time rather than to pick ene isolated

17 |*
rate schedule at a single point in time and ccmpare that?

18

A That would be somewhat preferable, as I tried,

to indicate yesterday. More extensive study over a
20

period of time would produce come additional information,
21.

right.*

22

O Do you know whether or not it is the
1 23

case that the City of Bowling Green is paying a rata
24

determined not by the cost of serving Dowling Green, but
25
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1 by the average cost of serving all municipal customers

2 of Toledo Edison, including 3 wling Cr22n?

3 A May I have that q entier. red placee?-

.

I 4 (Whereupon, tha reporter reau the

! 5 panding question, au requested.)

6 MR. CHAIGIO: Can I incliro cc to whether

7 that is the time the witness tastified ccncerning er
i

8 whether it is at th2 present timo?

9 MR. REYNOLDS: At the tiria ho tirose hin

10 testimony.

;; MR. CHAR 20: 7.'m acrry, ycu ara Asking ss of ]

12 | September of last year whether ti?at wac the cane. Dr in 1973;

13 as being the period he tectified conc rning,
,
i

14 BY MR.1CETOLDS: |
|
,

15 Q Let's take it by tho times er cither tico. I

A Well, I think the aneter eith.5r tire ic no, I16

don't know.37

cad 20 18

19

20

21.

I.

22

,

23.

24 |
\

|

25 |

,

,

.-

w - r
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S21 I O Co you knew whether the FPC sets rcten on the

5wl a basis of average costs of corving all nr.nicipal custccars

~

3 of Toledo Edison?
.

I 4 A Normally, the normal practica cf the FPC, as
.

.
5 I said before, is not so much to cet the rtte, as to approve

6 rates requested, but those ratec normally arc geared to

7 looking at all the custor.ars in a clcss end taking account

8' in the form of the rate in effoct of size of customer on

9 how the rate should vary with nica or cther charnetsrizations.

10 g ' Assume that the ratea are bcred on a'Jerage costs

!! and Bowling Green *a particular coata are helwc the

12 average, would you advocate reducing the ratas to the City

13 of Bowling Green and raising the rates to the remaining

14 municipal curtomrs for whcma the cost of service in higher

15 rhan averaging out the coat and having a uniform rate?

16 MR. CHARNO: For clarification of the record,

17 do you mean cost of serving Bowling Graan or Eauling Green's

18 cost of service?

19 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

20 g The cost of serving Bcwling Groan.

; 21 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Could you give un a load-in

22 on the direct, as to where we are? It night be hcipful to

- 23 the Board.

24 MR. REYNOLDS: It is question 65 on page 35,

25 Mr. Chairman.
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1
CHAIT0Wi RIGL3R: Thanh you.

2 THE WI'iTUSS: The rats cchedule shculd not be,
(

' 3 in any usual cituation,a ::ingling cut ;,i c pc.rticular.

t
4}

'

customer in a class to be given a different rate '.tchedule.
.

5*
If a custcaer is of sufficiently difhrent ,

|
6 sica, so that this affects level of cratc, than ciths the

7 rata schedule should be so structured as to ur_ke that into
0 account, which would be the proforable q,p;:oach, er thera
9 should ba a second rata schedule for the Isrger customers.

10 -

BY MR. REYNCLDS:

11
C If Ecwling Grcen were to provide 1 ass :: avenue,.

8

'to wouldn't the other municipalitier havevuo provido more~

13 revenue, in ordar to keep revauues censtr.nt?
14 MR. CHIdGO: Is this wholesalo revancan- or

l
"

i
15 4

overall ravenues? 1

16 BY HR. KETdOLDS:

17
C Wholesalo revenuco,

,

18 If the colo objective is to keep wholesaleA

19 revenuas cenatant, yes, certainly, that would have to be
20 done.

'1 Well, if the roderal Pcwor Carniaeion has9.

G,
-

22 datermined what the revenuos cheuld be, wouldn't that

- 23 inidente that the revenus be kept constant?

M I don't think that nor=tily the Federal '.'owerA

'5 Connission narrowa dcun the qtcsticn of required revenues"

|
4
,1

_.
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1 to that fine a point, frankly.

2 0 What is the basis for thct conclusion?

- 3 A. The review of the findings of the Faderci

'
4 Power Commission in 7 quito a lot of diffE.rOnt COSaS.

S CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Reynoldt.,, I'm a liti:la-

6 puzzled by this myself.

7 Are you saying that the Fods.ral Power

8 Commission determinos an overall level of revenues to be

9 obtained by Toledo Edison for cerving municipalitics

10 in.its area?

11 MR. REYNOLDS: That is right, for a class of

12 customers.

13 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: If customers are subtracted

14 from that total, in order to maintain that level of

15 revenues, other custcmars must thereby pay more; in that

16 right?

17 MR. REYNOLDS: If the name facilitics are

18 used, then the answer would be, yea, depending on coct of

19 service.

20 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What do you =aan by, if the same

21 facilities are usad?.

.

22 I'm not trying to q Lustion you now. I'm

', 23 trying to get a fix cn where you are going and what your
c

basic premise is,| 24
i

25 S , if you can fill n:e in a little bit, it srculd

1

I
!

!
1

|
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1 be helpful.

2 MR PEGOLOS: If you buf.1d a generation

!
- 3 and transmission facility to sarte ten annicipalities,'

.

4 and one of thcae municipalities Icavas, then tha ccata

. 5 are going to be picked up by the nine etctomars of that

6 facility -- nine remaining customers of thcee facilitiac

that remain.7

You still have the ocm coat, en2 icu havo to -6

'so:nebody has to pick up that ecst end that coat w::uldg

be ' picked up in your hypothetical by the remainingto

customers.
33

ES21 12

i
,13 !

s

14

15

16

17

16

19

20

21-

e

22

.

. 23

24

25

1

. . _ --
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1

arl CHAIRMAN RIGLER: That was the hypothetical

2 you put to the witness two or three questions cgo.
~

3
- MR. REYNOLDS: Ho, no. I asked thu uitness

:
4 about the question of reducing the rate to one of the

.

* 5 customers which has a cost bolcw the average cost for

6 the class, whether that would necessitate raicing the ratos

7 for the other custcmers in the class to maintain constant

8 revenues.

9 CHAIR 5Wi RIGLER: Is it a premisa in this

10 line of questioning that there is a facility the purpose

II of which is to serve this clasc of custcmars?

1' MR. REYNOLDS: There are a group of facilities."

13 I was trying to give you a conceptual example to answer

I4 your question. There are a group of facilities in order

15 to serve.

16 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: In fact, when Toledo Edison

17 builds a generating plant, it doacn't assign a portica

18 of that plant to municipal customers. It icoke at then

19 as part of the overall load.

20 MR. RETNOLDS: But the Federal Powcr Commission

; 21 will assign them a particular part to determine the rate.

22 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: On a plant-by-plant basis?
|

23 MR. REYNOLDS: On the basis of total facilities.-

24 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: They look at the syst n as an

25 aggregate, the aggregate generation ::ithin the system.
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1 IIR. REYNOLDS: Right, and that is the came thin;t

2 the PUCO does at the retail lcvol.

| 3 CHAIFJ!AN RIGLS?.: All right. neu, un are
-

4 tracking.
.
* 5 BY MR. R3?NOLDS:

6 Q Have you nada any studies, nr. 2capr.oisr, to

7 determinc rhat the appropriata relationchipo sculd bc

8 between'the rate of service to th'a City of Ecwling i

9 Green and to industrica with contract demands larger than
s

to 30,000 kva?

11 A No, because I didn't thin': that was relevant to

12 hat I was testif 1ng to.
|7
.

I

13 Q Are you aware, Mr. 1:angmeier, that all of
'

14 Dowling Gre+n'a rates have been icwcr than the Toledo

15 Edison rates for the past feu yeara?

16 MR. CHARNO: Objection. Unclear.

17 Are we talking about retail or whclace.lo?

18 BY MR. R3?NOLDS:

19 Q Are you aware diat all of Ecwling Green's

20 rates, for comparable classos of customerc, have been

1 wer than the Toledo Edison's rates for those similar21
.

I

g classes of customera over the past few yearc?

'

23 I was aware that EcMling Green had relatively lcwA
.

retail rates. I had not rands that ccuparincn per ce, no.g

ya w cdo M mn ce m s Souling25

*
.
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1 Green at multiple delivary pcints?

2 A No, I don't know that offhand.

| 3 0 Do you know if Toledo Edison serves in'2ustrial
.

4 customers uith over 30,000 kva darand at norc than one
.

5 delivery point?*

6 A Normally the cervice would b2 at a single delivery

7 point. There may be exceptiens.

e Q Wouldn't the number of delivery points have en

9 effect on the cost of service?

10 A Yes. It would also have an effect on the power

1; bill.

12 O On page 36, Mr. Kamp=cier, you indicate that most

13 large electric systems have their highact loads on summer*

g4 afternoons within the hours of heavy industrial demands.

A Yes.33

gg Q Have you made any study of the leads of 'hec

CAPCO member systens? Can you toll us when their highest37

1 ads occur?
18

A Yes, in fact, I think I answer that in th9 middle;g

f that page in answer to question 67.20

Q Were you aware that this past year Chio Edison'
21

had a winter peak rather than a summer peak?22

A N , but it doesn't particularly surprise me.23-

Q What would that indicate to you about the stability
24

of seasonal load diversity?
2a_
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i1; A It wculd indicate that the dif2aren o in On.mer

2 and winter pea':c cn the Ohio Edison .svatna in no'c so great !

3 but.that if you have an econcaic cycle uhich han an~

i

4 impact difference in one e.cauen than the other, or if

.

5 you have abnormal sumner temparatureo or abr.ormal winter*

I
6 temperatures, which tou may get sciaa shif t in that relatien-

7 ship.
.

I.
8 The projection Ohio 1;dison mado cr. it'; load was I

s

9 that it would hava a aumner p2cs. The planning was done

10 on the assumptien of a cur =ter peak,

11
I think I mndo thn ccrrent earlier that nothinq

1

i

12 is.certain in this bucineas, and you have tcilook af |
!

13 probabilities. |
:

14 That is the sort of thing I was talhing about. |

15
-

cad 22 . . -

so .

h

!
17 4

18
.

i
i

19

1
20 e

i
i

ai j-

. .

?

22

.

23.

l

24

e-4.0 |

1

i

,

i
<

|
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I q Let me read you a statacent frcm the 1970 National
o
";wl Power Survey, Part II, Roman Numsral U-2, Ronan thrcral

- 3
_ IX, and ask you if you agree with thic statament.

.

4
"An analysis of load charactarizations on a

'

5-

daily, monthly and annual bacis, cho.is nininal diversity
6 amont the principal power suppliers providing approximataly
7 95 percent of all energy requirements in the region."
8 A Which region?

9 q This is the East -- ECAR regicn.
10 MR. CHAPNO: Could we ascertain whethar you are
11 going to be handing out copies today or whether that was
12 yesterday, and if you are not handing out copias, I would
13 like to examine it before the i.'itness cncuers the qucation.
14 And I would like for him to see it in conte::t.
15 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

16 g "Little if any change'. in this regard 12
17 antiripated in the futuro At present both the sunner and
18 winter coincident peak demanda in the ragion are very nearly
19 equal. Future seasonal trends in peak demand arc difficult

20 to determine in view of the composition and characterizaticns
21 o &he regioon.-

22 "There is some evidence, howaver, that the
.

23 historical winter peaking characterisation may be tending.

24 toward a sucmer peaking situation."

25 Before you ansuor,if you went to look at that
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1 paragraph or Mr. Charno wants to look r.t it, that is fine.

2 I guess Mr. Lessy wants to leck at it.

- 3 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: ila are losing five Tainutes
.

' 4 on this.

*

5 I want to make it clear, in the futurc, if you

6 are going to read a statement to the Witness,have copies

* I 7 available so that we don' t run into these quage.: ires.

S MR. REYNOLDS: All right,

9 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

10 g The question is., do you agree uith the

11 statement?

12 A I find nothing in it with which to

13 disagree.

14 Asked whether I would agrco, I suppose could

15 imply have I verified all of the facts, and I haven't !

16 done that, but I have found nothing in it to diaagroc

17 with , and nothing in it that gives ne trouble.

18 G If Ohio Edison had a winter ped; thic past year,
.

19 is it not true that a winter peak cecurring aft?.: 5 p.m.,
,

20 would have occurred when the industrial loadsno longer
|

. 21 wre a significant f actor?

.

22 A I expanded the assumption in the middle of the

' '
-

23 ques tion. I said if it had a winter paak and then if it
,

24 had a 6 o' clock peak.

25 g Let's assume a 6 o' clock peak.

I
;
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A If it had a 6 o'cloc't pec.h then would that bebw3 ;
I

outsida the normal induntris.1 hours o.? pca': industrial
'

2

loads. If that is it, yes. -
-

3
.

4 % It would occur wnca the ind utrial ica.ds were

! n t a particularly significcult factor?
5

A In that particular nenth, riuht,- -o

Of course, it is still a signifi. cant factor, but
7

it would not be as controlling a fcetor, not quito as*

g
.

significant a factor as uhsn the pech is earlier in the jg

af terncon,
06

G What would be the significcit factor in that
;j

situation.
12

1 tiith regcrd to the industrial load? !
10 t.,

4

. G With ragard to the pack occurring aftar
14

. .

# U" "U U#
|

*

15
-.

MR. IIJEL; FELT: Objection. There in not
g

testimony that there is a single significant fe.ctor.

" *

18 . . . .

BY MR. REYNOLDS:

" * "U 9# "" #
'

20
'

A I don't think so. i
- 21 !
.

G What would cause the pa:A to cccur after I

six o' clock in the wintertins as oppoecd to,1ct~ a say, a-

23-.

midday peak in the succartime?

23

1

_
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bw4 1 A Probably J.it i greater lighting load by that hour

2 in the wintertime, street lighting, industrial lighting,

- 3 consnercial lighting, residentici lighting.
'

~r
4 C. That would includa industrial lighting e.fter;

5 6 p.m., in the winter?*

6 A In all probability.

7

ES23 g

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

164

17 I
,

18

19

20

- 21
|=

'

22

"

23
1.

l
!2A
1

25
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1
1

|
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a r1 0 Do you knou if the -- do you knou when the
9

muni ipalities in the CAPCO region' paan in tha winterti:as?2

A Are you asking me t;hother caso bs/ cace I knew
.

a,

at whe.t hour of the day their monthly penks in the winter-(' 4

time occur, and if so the answer in no.,

5.

Q Just as a yrcup, when would the annual pr.ak cfg
I

the municipalities occur in the vintert.5c, in the CAPCO
7

area?g

A You contradict 2d yourself. You mean the annuni

or winter peah?

O The winter p2:k. I think I said that.

A The wintor peak normalD7 would cccur in

December of January, mat /bc February.
13

Q What time of day,before or citor G:00 o'cicck?
14

A Probably after 6:00 o'cloch.
15

Q Do you hnow whether the -- I i
16 '

A I do not kncv tnat for a fact. I'm c33:2aing
17

you asked for ny judgment and opinion. That is uhat
18

I'm giving you. Unfortunately, the data from the
19

municipalities in most cases dcas not include hourly data.
20

One can determine something about the months in which
.

21

paaks occur, but usually not the hcur in which they occur..

22

0 What is the basis for your answer to quantien GS,
23-

'

then?
24

A You note that the caly e::nmple in the ansvar in
25

1
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1 which I raferred to hour of day uas the Cleveland Municipal.

2 There I had information as to the ham oj. da /. The otherc I
*

- 3 was referring to time of the year.
.

4 Had I known moro than I did then about hours of

'. S the day, I could have mado even r. ore of a point of this

6 than I did. All I knemias that many of the cyctc.ms had ind

7 their highest demand for the year in ucaths other the.n

6 the months of the CA2CO cerapanics' peaks, and I did not kncu

9 how much further diversity there uculd to if I had baen
!

10 able to take account of hourly diversity ac vell as nonthly |

11 diversity.

12 Q Where did you get tha info::aation that the

13 municipalities buying poucr from the C.rSCO companica had
i

34 their highest deraand at the cane time as thoes ccmpanien?

15 MR. CHARHO: Could I hava that bach, please? j
l

16 (Whereupon, the reporter read the

pending question, as requested.)g7

(
18 MR. CHARNO: I think that in a direcu contra - -

39 diction to what the witness testified, but I'm not sure.

20 BY MR. REYNOLDS: !
t
1

. 21 Q Do not have their highest demands at the sar.ic

.

time as the CAPCO companies?22

A I said many do not. In the cane of theco |.

23
. i

which I was able to say that about,those that I was able3

9 " " " 9 " "'25

l :
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1 different sources. Some of it from reports that

2 municipalities made to the Federal Power ccmmission in the

. 3 way of power system statement. Scme from a study that
.

I 4 R. W. Beck & Ascociates made for a gourp of systans served

'

5 by Ohio Edison, and in certain cases from some of,

6 the discovery material that was submitted with regard to

y certain municipalities. In the aggregate, I was able to

8 determine that there was diversity for at 1 cast 15

g different systems and the diversity typically was at least

10 8 or 10 percent, and probably wan more except I didn't know

gi how much more because I did not have the data as to the

12 hour which the municipal's peak cccurred, or rather to put

13 it the other way arcund, I did not have the information as

34 to what the municipalities' demand was at the time

15 when the CAPCO peaks cccurred.

16 Q Is your statement on page 36 to the effect

37 that some of the small distribution cystems still have evening

Peaks based on the same source that you just reccunted?18

A Excuse me, let me take a moment to rereadgg

my testimony on this.20

Q It is on the sixth line dovn, page 36.
. 21
.

A That statement is intended to be a generally22

8PPlicable statement across the country, for the majority', 23

of the country and I sought only to verify its24

appropriateness for this particular area sufficiently to be
5

I

.
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1 sure that I should not qualify tha sectar.ent or climinato

2 the state =ent becatisc it t;culd be cicloading for this cc a.

- 3 Q Do you know whather the City of Clsveland also

4 has a summer peak that,is higher than its winter peak?

, 5 A I'm ranconably cura it dcas, but I'm not

6 prepared at the memont to guaranteo theit.

7 Q As a general matter, Mr. Kampmeier, at 'ihat

8 time of day do you get a residential peah?

9 A Most commonly around 7:00 o' clock in the

10 evening, but if you happen to have considerable cloctric

11 heating, then you will probably have your peak in the

12 wintertime around 8:00 c'cicek in the morning.

13 Q And at what time gen: rally do you get your

14 industrial peak?

15 A Usually you have a twin peah, corning and

16 afternoon, with the morning peak occurring around 11:00

17 or 12:00, and the afterncen peak around 2:00 or 3:00, cnd

18 usually those are very nearly tha name.

19 Q Generally at what tino of day would th2

20 Peak occur for, let'c say, Ohio Edison?
,

21 A Around 2:00 o'cloch in the afterncon. ;.
i,

end 24 22

*
23,

24 |
|

25 4

.

,
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1 QL Uhat about the other CAPCO ccapcnies, the ac:ca
.

I

bwl 2 thing? :
I

- 3 A In 1973, for example CBI ur:: hetvec .

.

e, 2 and 3 p.=. Duquanne Light *:3 betucen 1 and 2 p.m.
,

3 Ohio Edicon between 12 cnd 1 a.m. i*

I
l

y Pennap1vania Power batwoon 2 cnd 4 p.n. , and ;

!
i

7 toledo Edison between 1 and 2 p.m. |
s

'

8 0 When, as a general matter, would a t:iunicipal

9 system peak occur?

10 A You can't generall:o quite so uall about the
.

It
municipals. Thorn is more variaticn acong them.

,
i

IAs far as the CAPCO arc is cencorned, I have
12

already indicated that I una net cble to find the data on i
13
e

y hour-of-day peak formore than a very few of the cystens, j

|I wouldn't want to try to answer thct with -

15
;

regard to the systems in thic area. .ty more than I have
16

;already sought to do. .,1.,1
I

I wish I had the data. It uculd h;w charn,
;10
I

I'm sure, significant ndditionc1 divercity. 3

gg
i-

,

What I'm uncertain of is heu nuch me::c, |20

I
I

21 | because I couldn't readily find the data.

.-
MR. REYNOLDS: I move to ntri%c the laat parc

22

o da mspence.
23*

,

CHAIPM.N RIGLER: We vill striko the na:t that24 -

t

( followed the phrase "I'm sure."
,,5c,

l

I

f
I

I

l
|
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MR. REYNOL S : Right.

BY MR. PJYNOLDS:
2

0 If a municipal cystem nra to cdd a ci::&lo
3'

industrial custcmar might not alter its system pan %7-

4

A. Yes, it might.,
'

5.

MR. REYNOLCS: Can we breck here for luach?
6

It may be that we can trim d;.wn the cross-excmination and
7 ,

finish up shortly after lunch.
8

CHAIR!WI RIGLER: All right.
9

You cro still en target, I teko it, thon?
10

MR. REYNOLDS: I believe co.
11 -.

CHAIPMAN RIGLEI.: Do you want an hour?
12

MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, pleace.
13

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Hjelmfelt, uill you be
14 - *

with us this afterncon?
15

MR. HJELMFELT: Yes, I will.
16 .

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I may wc.nt to get you involved
17

in scheduling discussions.
18

(Whereupon at 1:00 p.m. , the hearing uns
19

recessed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., this sama day.)
20

ES26
21,

4

22

* 23
.

24

25

i
t
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i
MTERNCOM SESSIO:! ;S27 1 ~ ~

(2 p.n;)
f

bwl 2 Whereupon,
|

3
goL; ego A, IJaipf!sI3n

4*

resumed the stand and, having been prsvicusly Caly 3,:orn,..

S was examined and tectified further as follows:,

.

6 I
CEOSS-EXAMINATIC:| (Con t' d) I

!

f
7 SY MR. RFaiCLDS:

8 g Mr. Kmtpmeier, on page 39, you stata that it
9 would be in the public intorost for a larga systen to

1

|10 provide wheeling servica for small cycto:as. What ic I

il the basis for your judgcent that it uould be in the public I
12 interest -- that that - result would be in the public
13 interest?

~
1

i
i

14 A. The reasons uhy it uculd ha in ':he public .
.

15 intarcst?

1G 0 I'm sorry, I can't haar you.
17 A. You are asking what are my ronconc for saying
10 it will be in the public interect. Is that the quantion

..

19 or not?

20 0 I'm asking the basis for concluding that that !
I21 would be in the public interect.
|'

122 A. Well, my testimony is that it would be in the j
-

M public inte5ost for the rencona just mentioned, which are,

, .

PA spelled out in the _ preceding questien.
25

CHAIRMAM sten.7.nz 2 cuse m9 Aren't they spalled out,.

1

| t
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I in the answer to Question 76 itself?
9
-

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr, Chairman, I'm trfing to

3
- datermine the basis for this Witness' testimony na to what
~

/ 4 is or is not in the public interact, with regcrd to this
,

5 matter..

,

6 CHAIINAM RIGLER: Yes, I understand. I just

7'

think there is confusion on the record. I'm not trying

8 to cut off the lino.

9 Ile indicated he ansucred that by referanca to his
10 previcus question. It looks to me ha cnstecrad it by
11 reference to the ongoing question.

12 I'm trying to eliminate the confusion.
13 THE WITMESS: Both 'eculd be right.

14 Cl! AIRMAN RIGnER: If I throw you off, I

15 apologize.

16 MR. REYNOLDS: As I understand hic answor
17 indicates he had determined it to be in the public interest
18 for reasons mentioned in the prior answer.

19 CI!AIRf TAN RIGLER: That was my point of confuaicn.

20 MR. REINOLDS: I was asking the basis for his

21 reaching that detaludnatien.
.

'

ES27 22

23,

.

24

25
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l
arl

l j
TnE WIT???SS: To rapeas, I tectifia0 it '

n
"

was for the rencons mentionci, which was in the prcccding

e
question.* *

, ,

/

'I I then expand en como cf thcaa raasons to como |
.

t5 degree in the rest of the answer to 7h.
,

.

-

i
6 BY Mn. REYI:0LDS: I

1

0 What are you basing that judprcnt on? f
7

'

8 'A The preposition that duplicatf.cn cf facilitien,

9 for examplo, in a capital-intensive indu1=v like this,

10 unnecessary duplicaticn is not in the public intsrcsh. Thin

11 is one of the nout basic promisac in public utili;y law

10 and ratsmaking and regulation. !
t

13 Q Do you know that that incue in new prevently {
}14 being litigated before the FFC7 |
.

15 A Yes. Questions like thic need to ha carr.ined j
!

10 in more detail from timo to time. I think that is a |
!

17 case in point. I don't thi2d: ct all there ic thz bacia '

i
.

18 promina here. I
,

I19 Q Do you know that the specific isano of whethar e

i

20 whecling is in the public interact ic presen'ly being fc

!
21 litigated before the FPC? !,

.

22 A That ic uhat I understand. I'm not Scrailiar

', 23 with that in detail.

24 Q And hou do you go about detcruining : hat ia
!

25 in the public interest, you parconally? I

!
,

a

-
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1 A Well, cir, av dutiec in une lact 15 years in

2 particular, and for scme period befors thr.t, have largelv.

3 involved advising people who ware making policy dccicions
*

,

<
f
' 4 for electric systems and I found it very nccessary and

.

~

5 knportant that they try to gear theca de isienc to the

6 national public power policies ac enprecced i.,

7 legislation and enecutive ordars, and so on.

8 Therefore, the question of what in and what is

9 not in the public interant and what should cn clectric

10 utility do to recognize both the public interest t.nd

11 its own more narrow interesta is a question which has

12 arisen innumerable timas in the courac of my work ovar

13 these years.'

;

14 It is a cumulative experience derived from that

15 that I base my judgment on.

16 MR. REYNOLDS: I nova to strike tha entire

17 answer to 76 as being outside tha enpartice of this

18 witness. It is not a matter ha is in any positicn to

39 testify to. It goes on to speculate T.s to *4 hat tha long-

20 term interests are of private utilities.

21 It talks about a boomerang effect on tha basis.

22 of some speculative stato action regarding eminent domain.

'. 23 It then talks about, as I undarctand it, some icgal

24 conclusions that all parties have an obligation of come

25 sort to hold costs down by cocrdinating power cupply devolep-

1
I

1
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1 ment and operations, and I just think that it ic s natter

2 that is entitled to so little uci ht that it chould ho7
f

1

3i struck. '

.

'~

4 MR. CE2;0: ir. Chairue.n, obviously I t ke

'

S issue with that. Tha witness his set forth a nc bar of-

1
1'

G what I until this acment boli3ved ucre gcnarally r2cognir.e6 |
.t

7 public policias, foronauple,thatduplicativo--unnocascary|
,t

8 duplicative trancmicaion facilities chanid not b*. constructed.!
|D is public utility hns an obligation to ucrvo on
!
1

10 fair and nondiscriminatory terms. Councsl manbionad that.
1

11 Ha set forth hic basis for his answc .

12 CHAIRMAN RIG.LER: 1.r2 vs here te o miina i

i
10 public pelicies gencrclly or policie s uhicn ::auid = intain

,

14 a situation incenuistent with the antitruct Ica.3?

15 HR. CHARHO: Public policies no thr/ Acun j

1G ' upon tha efficient practice of public utilitica !
:

t
+

;7 has a great deal to do with cnnicom7er.itive coti>n in the
,

|
13 Public utility industry. The portien cf hic tcanizeny -

19 on page 40 where he gcas into albeit a' general c:2tsuant,

20 but a statament nonetheless of the opticnu open uc a i

.

21 community, and I will quotoi
.

*

22 "Some mcy elect to Duy I<A:or, either sii
.

-
. .

23 wholesale or at retail, frem the larga supplier ,Ao cuna *

.

.
-

24 the trancaission cystem. shat will c.' ten ha Ehoir

heapest option. Some r.ay elect to, buy froa ether25
-

.

;

:
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1 sapplier s. "

2 Ite netc forth tFn different bulk pcwer

3 supply options that are open. I don't sco thus it is.

.

4 beyond his competence. It see.ms to be the focal point of

'. 5 his competence.

6 The judgmental ctatmaanta, it seems to me, for

7 example, "Nor should it charge a discriminatory price

8 for transmission service," arc in line with the generally

9 recognized public utility regulatory principios that

to he sets forth at an earlicr point in the same anawar.

I think --3;

12 CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: Go ahead. Excuse me.

MR. CETJU:0: To the c:: tent that tha13
,

14 witness is indicating general industry practics or

approved industry practice and showing a deviation frcm it,15

that is anticompetitive, I think thic gcss to the heart of3g

his testimony.
37

10

snd 28
19

20

21.

.

22 -

*
23

,

25

|

_ _.
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:
,

S29 I CHAIRMMI RIGLER: He is not discussing 2nd .

4

i

'v1 2 industry practice in this annuar. -

3 MR. REYMGLDS: Or any de'riaticn. j
.

f
4 MR. CHAENO: When ha is setting fc th optienc- c |'

5 and what would be in accord with genaral public utility ,.

|
'

6 policies. :
4

1

7 CHAIEMAN RIGLZR: There, again, thero is n gulf |
1

3 between general policios and those policies.. uhich
,

0 might reasonably be relatad to a situailon inacasiscent uith |
a

1
10 the antitrust laws. ;

e

!

11 I'm going to deny the motion, but at the ser.o |

12 tico, I think we should take recognition of the .

i

13 rather severo limitations uhich the Board unuld cut on any f
,

14 weight to be given this tastimony. f
1

15 to the extent that the Witnean is getting i
!

10 into the area of general public policy relating to

1

17 wheeling, this would not ha the apercurinta agency to i
~ f

!

10 consider or make such judgmento, j
i

19 To the c:: tent that the Witness is tactifying !
!
t

20 albeit with referenos to a icng career in the [
!-

I
21 power industry, what he considers decirabla in a gane-*1

i

22 sense, we would disregard that tectimony.*

We would give it little, if'any,waight, j23,

I-
,

gg only in the most marginal senso docs thic answer '

P.5 contribute to the resolutien of any question relating to the i

|
!

l
:
1
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bw2 issues in controversy in this proceeding,g

Although we deny tho =cticn to strike, I think2

we have indicated that there will be rather otrong
3

lim itations on any weight the Board would giva to it.*

( 4

The reason that we don't deny it in toto ic
5-

,

because there are parts of the ansucr which may tcuch
3

tangentially on issues which are rolevani- to our
7

consideration.
3

The point about the duplication of trcnsmicsion

facilities being one where there are economic costs,os

associated with that Cuplication. On the other hand,g

we have had testimony to that effect from Witness Mozer,

among others. I don think this particularly adde to
.

the present state of the record.

DY MR. REYNOLDS:
15

0 Hr. Rampmeier, on page 41, in answer to quastier 77 i

would you explain what you mean when you state that the

small system is at the mercy of a =cnopolist?

I'm sorry, is largely at the mercy of -

a monopolist.

A. Yes.
21

*

If the small system,for the reasons that I have 1
.

22 |
been discussing in answer to a number of your questions,

'

is finding that it cannot remain financially viable with

its own generation, then it hcs to lock for pcwor from
25

l
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I other sources and if the only system uhich it is connected

2 with and probably tha only one which it can very easily

3 and inexpensively be connected with, is uncble to provide
,

' # 4 transmission servica to permit thic synten to get power from

5 third parties, then it is Icft at the situction of having,

6 to deal with this single systert, whethcr it likec it or

7 not.

O O Would that be gree of all of the wholesalc

9 customers of TVA?

10 A I think so, if one igncres cho ncture of

11 the relationship between TVA cnd tho distributorc.

12 0 What relatienchip is that that you are referring

13 to?

14 A Well, the relationship of rates and terms of

15 service, and so on, being established by mutual agrecoment

16 and pursuant,to expressed Congressional policies.

17 0 In making this statemant, did you taka into account

18 the jurisdiction of the Federal Powcr Commission ovter the

19 relationship --

20 MR. CHAENO: In making which statement, Counsel? |

21 MR, REYNOLDS: In making the statement that
.

* 22 the small system is largely at the mercy of the monopolist.
'

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, I think that ic why the FPC,

.

24 has the jurisdicticn it does, because these ara concoolist.

25

i

|'
l

.
|
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i G So they are regulated noncpolista; is that *
!

2 what you are saying? :
;

3 A Yes.
!.

4 O That is not tho situation with rcgard to TVA? !
~

t

3
'

'''A TVA ic not regulated by the Federal Pcwor.
.

6 commissicn, no.

7 0 Is it a ragulatsd monopoly? j
i
I

3 L No.

g G Is it a mcnopoly?

10 A Frankly, I don't knuo whenhor it is or not. I'm

;; not sure how tha definitions would apply in a situation |

12 like that.

73 0 What is your understanding of what a cenopoly
!

187 f14
!

A In trying to put it in lay tornc, I think a supplic$15

16 f a service or product which is in a position to control
i
1

the certain aspacts of the situatica more cornonly for17

the market or sale of that product or carvice.;g

G And in your view that definition doesn't fit;g

TVA?20

1 I think the definition pretty well -- that
21

$ definition pretty well fits TVA.22

I'm not sure tht I wculd want to23,

"
rest solely on that definition,,du

.

Now we are getting- into questiens of legal i,_

eu ;

definition, that is totally beycad my cc peten00. ;

i

ES29 i
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Q It is your term and I'm trying to inderstand'

2 how you used it.

3 Whichever definition you want to plc.:: is fine,,

.

4 but I'm trying to understand what you meant by your

5 testimony.'
,

6 A What I meant by my testim:ny is a siccation

7 in which the small systes has no voice in the torns at

D which it can obtain pouer frcm the othar cystcn and has

9 no alternatives to turn to. I will stop there.

10 Q Does not the Federal Power Commission giva them a

If place to turn?
i

12 A No, not an alternative to turn to. Tha Federal

. 13 Power Commission gives them a place to air th3ir

|
14 complaints if they have scme.

15 Q Would you be able to make the same stat ment

'

16 if instead of using the word " monopolies," sec ussd a

17 "large electric utility"?
.

18 A A large electric utility in the detornination

19 of whose service policiies it had no voice, then I uould

20 accept that.

21 Q If a largo system, as you have indicated
.

22 earlier in your testimony, transr.its to a cnaller system

23 its economies of scale and economics of coordination by,

.

24 virtue of regulated wholesale rates, what furtho

25 advantage is to be gained by that small system by a l
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1

i wheeling arrangement?

2 Mn. CHX1NO: Could I har.! uhc tr20sticr. Lac %? .
#

|
3 (Whereupon, the reporter cc.d the |. .

I. '

4 pending questica, as nguestca.)

* 5 MR. CIL'.R !C : Could you givo the rafcrs:.ca to

G his earlier testimony? '

7 MR. P3Y210LDS : I don't hate tha cpacific page. i

8 Do you quarrel with that?
.

l.
9 MR. CHARilO: I'm not stra I ccn ' recall his testifyi

10 ing to that. That is why I asked.
!
,

;7 MR. RETNOLDS: Do you nave 2.ny quarral with

72 | my characterization of your carlinr testitcny?
|
3

TEE WITNI:SS: I better hea.'? the quantion
.j,a ,e.

I.

$4 again, thank you. !

:
t

15 (Whereupon, the reporter raread th2
!
,

16 Ponding question, as requected.) |
1

37 TEE WIT:lESS: In answer to ycw: speci ic lacel

!

18 question, yes, I do object to that ao being a ch1racterica- !

tion of my testinony.gg

40 If you innt to leave out the referen.:a as to i-

as I testified before and leave the question .~.he uay j21
.

it is without that,* I would ha 9 cd to encenr it.122

# NE * EEU0* *23.

,

Q Okay, let'c do that first.44,

1A okay. There are c couple cf re ccno uhv it '

25

.

4

f

|
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1 would be better for the small cystem no have the

2 wheeling availabla to it.

3 One is the general proposition of Ere:dem of
,

(~.

4 choice, which I have talked abcut several tinas b foro.'

* 5 The cmall systcn chould have an opportunity

6 to consider other sources of pcvar which it might liks bettor,

7 not just because of prico diffarencer, but becauco of

8 differences in length of ccmmitment and for other rencons;

9 and then secondly, if we are talking about a system tihich

10 has any generation of its own, then the cystem han the

11 problem of how to coordinate that generatien with other

12 sources of supply, hou to dispose of a surplus from

/ 13 that generation at times when its lo&d0 are 10. ind its
,

34 equipment is all available.

15 A wheeling arrangement lets it on tha one

jg hand have a way to dispose of its surplus and on 'ha othert

;7 hand to obtain complementary or supplementary sourcts.

13 Again in each casa, without having to be

jg restricted to a single other system.

20 MR. RE'INOLDS : I nove to strike that part of

his answer that follows the statcment "if a cycttm21
-.

22 provides its own generation" as being unrespensivo to-

* ""8 "*23.

.

MR. CHARNO: Mr. Chairmcn, I would disagrec.g

They did not indicate full or partial cales. Thay said.20
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1 buys power at uholcanle, as 7 recall the gusseion. Iiany

2 systems who buy power at wholesale, that doesn't rean it is

3 their scle scurcs of power.
.

I'

4, CHAIRMAM RIGLER: Danied.

5 BY MR. RER!OLOS:.

.

6 0 Mr. Kangmeier, hava you rnde any otndies to

7 determine what difference it might mako to the coen of

3 power to small systems if there vero an arrangement to

g wheel power to the small systems in the Staha of chic?

10 A Not in any depth. Na have lockta at it enough

jg to see that there are differences in rate icvela in varicus

12 parts of Ohio, in both wholest.le and other. And that ecmo
(

of these differences arc in the direction of Icus: priccc
|( 1a,

!

$4 in areas outside the CAPCO area, for crample, which I |
1
1assume even though your question didn't refer to apecifically,15
i

y u are most interested in. '!
1G

Therefore, opportunities for obtr.ining power
,g
|

elsewhere are inaicated as potent ally e::icein;.
|33

In addition to that question, vcu have all ofgg

the other quections about wheeling for economy purcherea20

""d 8 "*
21

*
L

0 I take it your answer tc ny question is no?
'*

22

" "
23,

.

(Whereupon, the reporter : cad fren |24
i

1

the record, as requested.)
5

|

,1
4
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I THE WITNESS: Becauce of the wcrd, what <lifference

2 does it make, I think the ancwor is. I acsune thac impliec |

3 a degree of specificity which I don't claim.
.

4 MR. RE'INOLDS : I didn't catch the 1:.ct part.

5 Will you read it?.

6 (Whereupon, the repcrtor raad frca

7 the record, as requested.)

O BY MR. REINOLDS:

9 O Mr. Kampmeier, are you aware of anything :,-hich

to a wholesale custoner could ask its wholecale cupplier to

11 do for it which if the wholesale supplier rafuced, that

12 customer could not go to the FPC and cenplain about it?

13 A If there is anything it couldn't ccmplain about ---

14 I think there are a number of things waich the FPC would

15 say was not in their jurisdiction.

16 0 What would those things be, in your view?

37 A For example, requests for a chare in a nuclear

gg power plant.

19 0 Anything elso?

20 A There is being litigated the quastion of

21 whether the FPC would take any responsibility in the case

22 of a complaint that the wholesale raza wa: inequitable*
,

in relation to industrial ratas.93. -

.

0 That issue has already been decided in the,.4

Court of Appeals, hasn't it?
25

| |
'

__--
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1 A I wasn't aware that tha e.ppeal p.ccccce was

2 ccmpleted and the care i:; consicc-rc-d fi.nally adjudicated. |
1

3 If it ic, I c::t intercstad to know it,
.

30 4

S.

.

G ,

|
I

7

C
.

9

10

11

12 i

I

13 I
t
:
)

14

,

15 .

I

i

1G |
i

17

18

19

20

21
.

* 22

23
.

.

24

25 |
'

|

|
1
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S31 : 0 Your reference is to the Cenway decision, is

bwl 2 it not?

3 A I think that is what it is called.

.' 4 0 When did you first becene aware of thch

5 decision?

6 A WeLle when it ucs made.

7 0 Pardon ne?

O A when it was made.

.) 0 Ou page 31 of your testimony you indicate that

to where the small system obtain most of the bancfits of

33
interconnection, then one might reasonably expect the large

12 system in .such a case to request the small system to bear

most of the interconnection costs.13

14 A Near the top of the page?

0 Yes.15

Have you made any studies to determine whether that
16

is true in thecase of the City of Cleveland, and is it
37

|

the reason why the City in obliged to pay the full cost
18

of interconnection with CEI, as you indicate on pago 45
19

ofyour testimony?20
|

MR. CHARNO: Could I have the first page
21

|
#" f* #8" "7*

22 !.
1

OMS : 31..23
* 1

THE WITNESS: Yes, I'm f amiliar with the elements |-

24

in diat situation. The interconnection for which CEI -- which
25

the City is being cbliged to pay the solo costs are not
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1 the kind of a situation described on page 31, which involved

2 tapping an EHD line or cxtending normally lines and that,
;

3 and only that, the facilities -- I would ahvo o reched: i

4 the specifico of what is involved in the interconnection,-

3 and hcw the agreencat describes it bafora I go en to testify
.

.

G more specifically to that.

7 I don't remember the details, as well as I thought

3 I did, when I started to answer the qucstien.

g BY HR ILT?NOLDS:

to G Isn't it correct that the FPC orderad Clevelan

3; to pay for the full cost of the interconnection?

12 A Yes, I think they did. ;

. I
I

13 S In referring, Mr. Kampecier, to the Painesville and !
,

- .,

14 City of Cleveland agreemants with C3I, you state that the

ES31
15 sovaral years of negotiations preceding thoso =

16 agreements scom unduly long. Do you kncu how long those

17 negotiations took?

18 A I anked some questions about that, and I 1cohed

19 through the material that was put in the record in that

20 regard.

21 I gather that they had bean going on intermittently

5 22 for quite awhile.

23 But I don't have a speci f c recollection as
c
.

to the preciae length of tim 3.24

25 G Do you know hcu long it toch to negotiate tha

.
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g coordination arranget2nt between TVA and the Ascociation
bw2

2 of Privato Electric Utilities, kno in as the South Central

3 Electric Utility Companies?

,' 4 A. The first one I was directly involved in, and

5 my recollection is that it tock about three months.
.

*

g 4 When was that first agreement signed?

7 A Oh, my goodness, about 1950, give or take

a five years,

'

g O Is it not true that tilssissippi Power and Light,

10 representing the South Central Electric Companies, stated

33
engotiations in 1959, based en that first contract with

12 TVA and that a coordination agreement uns not signed

13 until 1965 for seasonal diversity exchange of 1500 megawatts

14 byt 1968?

15 That is quite possible. I was not so directlyA

16 inv lved in those negotiations, but if I may -- if you are

interested in having enlightment on the circumstances, Ij7

w uld be glad to give it to you.18

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: No, let's just respond to the19
,

question.20

!!R. CIARNO: Can I have the quection and21

answer back, the question, then.-

22

(The rt. porter read the record as requested.)g

MR. OfARNO: I think the record is unclear as to-

24

what was answered chere. The question is unclear. I
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I would point that out in casa someone wants to

2 straighten it out.

3 BY MR. FIYNCLDS :

[ 4 0 Mr., Kampacior, would you not concidor it

5 reasonable for two or more parties to bargain in good
.

6 ' faith over the terms and arrangements of a coordinacion

7 agreement for a considarablo period of tima, if there warc

e ecmplexities involved of the sort that are inherent in that

3 kind of an arrangement?

jo MR. chard 10: Has the Witness previously test'ified
,

yj to the inherent ccaple::ities or did you want to ask him

12 that, as a foundation questien?

13 BY MR. REYNCLDS:
I

g,g G Would ycu consider that a ccordination arrangement

15 would be sufficiently complex that it would be rocconcble

16 forparties to bargain for sorce per. ed of time in goodj

faith befora arriving at an agreement?37

MR. CHAENO: What kind of coordination agreement?10

BY MR. R3YNOLDS:gg

20 0 A cczpleto coordination agroecent.

MR. CHARNO: As he has dafined complate21

coordination?*

22-

MR. REYNOLDS: That is right.g
O

W.. CHARNO: Fine,- y

THE WITITESS: The first such agroamentg

I
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: entered into in a given region involving the major

2 participants, I would expset, would taka quite awhile.

3 subsequent ones ought to go a lot f aster.
.

4 BY MR. REYNOLDS:. ,

.
5 0 Mr. Kampmeier, let me ask you if you agree with

.

6 this statement. One unique featura --

7 MR. LESSY: Could Counsel identify the ccurse

8 of what he is reading?

9 MR. REYNOLDS: NO, I'm asking if he agrees

10 with the statement I'm about to mche to him.

11 BY MR, REYNOLDS:

12 0 One inique feature of the CAPCO pool relates

33 to the installed research requirements of each
!

14 member. Minimum reserves and percent of peak hour load

15 are not established nor are such reservas equalized.

16 A computer program is utilizee to allocato

17 the amount of neu generation to ba owned by each member,

18 so that the dependence on the power pool, as measured by

jg loss of load probability studio's, is the same for all

20 members.

21 The reserve requirament of each nember is

'

- 22 related to the size and performance of its capacity resources

23 an load characteristics. Do you agree with that .,
.

*

24 statement, or do you have any reason to disagree with that

s tatemant?25

MR. Cl!ARNO: I have a double objection.
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arl
1

It is a description and not scr.ethir.g that can 1

2
be agreed with without knouing what the roferent is.

0
It is misleading in that content. The witnocs could be.

('*

4
directed to the statement in print and allew him to go througl

5-

the description and see if it is er is not or whether.

6 he can tell if it is an accurato description of what it is

describing, which isn't set forth in the statanent as road.

8 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chiariaan, I think uhat if we

9 want, I can go through it again slowly, but I'm entitled

10 to ask the witness or give the witness a description and

Il ask him if he has any agreement er disagreement with it

12 without regard to whether it comec from my cwn head or some

/ 13 other source.

14 MR. CHARNO: The problem is what it is a descrip-

15 tion of. You are asking does he agree with a description.

16 In the abstract. It is, but do I agree with that? How do

17 I know until you show me what it is? It is an inpossible

10 question to answer.

19 MR. REYNOLDS: The witness has tectified

20 as to his familiarity with regard to recorva requirements

21 of the CAFCO pool both in response to !!r. Lascy'.s questions
.

22 and in response to my questions,
s.

23 The statement I read to him or made to him.

.

24 refers to one unique feature of the CAFCO poc1 relating to

'' 25 installed reserve requirements of each reember.
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1 The witnoas, hefors he fr..W.:1 ceaforcQ'.? !
t
4

T2 answering as to his agre mont er dictgrac.unt if ha uol'd
i
i

3 li:<a me to read it e.gnin alewly or he.va t'..e rc9:rt s- i
..

.

I 4[ re.ad it sicwly, I would ha happy to do it. i
*

t. . .

. 5 MR. Cm WT0; I withdrau tne ex;cetiw., c.c 1cng |
* i

i
6 as wa know uhat it is dc::cribing. 6

.

.

7 MR. R5*. MOLDS : ??ccid ycn liho to hsar it e.:nd.n? {
,

'

8 MR. CHXrio: Uculd it bc .:oro helpful to huw.
i

,

9 it in writing in front of /cn?

'10 TEI: WIT 33SS: It ca.*':r. inly vonld.
i
.

11 MR. CIO. RHO: Do you havc. objsat.:cn to placi.'.t: '

12 tha statonont in writing in front of th:: .>itn'.'ss ico that ha

13 can road it?
,

;a MR. RE'IUOLDS: D.y dcn't ynn read 1: . c.ch cr.d
.

15 if he has probicma after that, ue can put a copy in frent ;
;

of him.w
.o .

.

I
,: MR. I2SSY: The wicn;cc tr.ectificd it *.re 110 be to
.

10|
his advantage to sco it in ic.-itir.g. I think chic hina of ;

,

19 cross %mination where you don't ,Tiva it te him in
|'
i.

writing, when it is a technical ntatement ho would like tone-v
|
t
i

n.1 see in writing, it io not :? air to t*:e witnces or thic cyca i<
I

'. of procedure. ;22

23 ,

I w uld ba gicd to givo the witnesa I.c/ copy.
,

*

I have been furnished uith it. Mhy can't th: itneac hcvc a21
'

ccpy? I would lika the witncc: to be furniahod tinh a25'

.

i
8
i
1
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1 Copy.

2 CHAIP2AN RICLER: I'm prcpa::Od Oc o.Orrulo

3 the objection and perr.it the 'tituacc o an uar the
.

I*
4 question. .

5 Ecwever, it is ao icn; r.nd cc ccmplex 6. hat I.

I

6 do agree it is unfair.

7 One precedure would ba t urito cub the i
i
i

B statement separately. There is a ict of fa::cir; ccir_g -

9 on here over nothing. Plainly it vould b: more picluctive2

10 for the witness to read the whole stauanent en a picc: of

i

11 paper.

12 MR. REYMOLDS: I don't dicagree, I think there

13 is 2nnecessary fencing. I'm tr'.'ing da c::pe.4.it; this ca
,

i

14 we can reach the 3:30 cchedula, and noi it lo %s like rc I
I

i

jg will miss that. i

16 If you want to stop and hava us i. Tina it cut, we

will write it out. It's a straightforward statcr.Ontj7

18 and I'm entitled to make a stateaent to tha uitnesa cnd ha'te

19 him, without regard to the cource of that utcta.T.;nt, give

20 me his response as to whether he agreec or dicagraae or

21 whether I'm quoting or not quoting. It is legiti. nata

.

cross-examination.-

.2,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I agreed with von up to that23,

.

point. The problem is where you have a statacant goingus,

to three or four santences it is practically iuponsibic for25
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.

I

1 tha witness to deal with 2.h in thr.t fashion. ;

2, Read it to the witneua .nculy, enc :.f haticntu |
t .

*
*

3' it in writing, ha nay ha're it in uricing.
I

,

.
< .

4 (Wharcupon, the rcoorts-r rwad the' '

t
i i

5 pending quantion, as requasted.) |.

4,*

3 THE WITliES3: May I asnum: vi..t t 7 0 2 a r : 1skir.g

.

7 me is whethcr I agree tnat thic deceribe.; adscuataly i
f.

G in such a 1.'ay that c utility Ongiucar .tn'" dc picturs~

$

I 4

9 what this . Uniqua aspect of tiw C2SCO arr:n.g;3ments ar.2; i

1

10 and if not, what are you ackin;; ne that I apa vinn?
.

11 BY IG. P272!00S: |

gg Q I'm acking '/ou whethcr that ic ;.n ada i'.12ta

.

7 73 description er accurata doccriptica c2 r2.a C2300 :ecerze
,

;4 charing arrangcment as you undcratand ic.
,

15 A No, I don't think it in that.
;

;g Q Let m.e put in front of you, in crd" ca

expedite matters, and ash you to read a cectiaa of p.2c.a.,
t.s

II-2-40 of the 19"O National Fcacr Cur /sy, Kr ': 2,18
+

cntitled "Gencration Roscrve MathoSc," and I hav 2 0:.ctributed79

20 copies of this to the other parties and the Ents. ;

i
t

,1 I ask you whethOr -- go ahcad r.nd racd thac. '

,

.

A .You want ne .e r ad tha entirc r r.c -ion unde.r ia, ,,.
:

:

that heading? !a, .,,

>
. :

i*
Q Right, "GencraLion cnd acuorve U2.:nad;;. ;

24

A I have rer.d it.
2a_

,

\

l

i
i

: |

|I e' 1i i

I

,
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1 Q Do you have any rencon to quarrel vith that

2 Statement?

3 A A little bit, yes. I think it is a little.

*

i 4 misleading in one part. There is an tuplicacion h2rs

5 that if a system or a pcol determin2s that it neads a-

S certain percentage of peak load na a minimum of reserva

7 capacity, that this determination truld nct hwa

8 taken account of probabilitiec, t.culd ba b.tsed on a non-

g probabalistic method.

10 I don't think that is true at all. Most large

11 systems and most pools thoca days dotorrina their total

12 reserve requirements for the ccmbined cystem by probabaliscic

13 me thods .
I

1
34 I would rather say probcbility nenhods haro -

15 rather than use a word I find it difficult 23 proncunco.
i

16 Then they quito often c : press it a5 a porcunca?c

in order to use that percentage for purpcacs of acsigning37

,g reserve responsibilities'to the membars of a pool.

19 It would tend to throw a person off the track

here. As long as that point is kept in mind, that you can.0,

21 use the probability method for the ccabined cyatta, and
.

*2 then express the answer aa a percentage of peak, th n I
-

2

23 d n't think I have any other problems with the statItant,.

.

24 at least in first reading.

"* " 9" # " # *25
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1 percentage of peak that it ic cn caual percentage?
2 A It is a cingla parcentage o2 a ::ingla figure
3 which is the ccabined cys tem pea.': load cc tha eqcil hc.a

.

4 no applicability.>.

I

5 0 What pools do you have in nind share tnat.

.

6 method is followed?

7 A I think it in done in, I uculd any, the great
8 majority or at least a majority of caccc.

9 The same report frcm which this iu tw:ca

10 indicates at other places that either in so reany words or

it more probably by implication, that most poala exprees their

12 reserve requirements as a parcentags of the tchal, |
1

largely in order to be able to use that as a single ucched i13 !

l
1,4 or allocating it.

i
15 But that doesn't imply or shouldn't La inferred i

16 to mean that they got that number b7 drawine it cut of a
1

37 hat. That number was arrived at by studies of the systcn !
,

18 and its needs and the type of equipment it had, anu
i
i

involved varying degrees and varying cason of probability i
i39

20 analysis and in every case that I'm avara of. f
21 I don't know of any large pcol rhich deacn't

|'. 22 spend some time and energy and effort in probability

23 analysis.
|

. ,

!
-

og MR. REYMOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I would liho to-

35 mark for identification this page, II-2-40, froa the 1970

|
,!
i
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|
I National Pcwer Su:vey Part. 3 as Impli:1nt 's E:;hihin 105, and | |

i t
i <

2| move it into evidenca.
-

1
' '

I3 Im Isasy: sin.t? ::ca m c.'aj cuti ,1, bit for its j
.

t.* 4 own part, we would rescIve the right ta - .:ince thic is t.1e !
t

i5 first page of a chaptsr Of that re*: ort, to sc';c into ;
.

i,

5 evidence at another time c' har portion; of th-:t ch::ter fc
-

>

17 which may be relevant to this Jubjcat. ;
:

C CHAIEMIOi EIGLER: I her.c: ne cbjection ta the

o receipt into evidenca. But the Scard I:.ight hct.3 c |
I

10 question. I

I

11 Evidenco cf what? Arc yon puttinu it in far tho
.

,

12 truth of the matter centnined therain? hecu;c un aitnanc

13 Said h3 didn't agrOO With all of it. I7 hat dO Veu 'crac0 thO

14 Board to do with it, if ';ou mcVe it into eviic.wc?
.

I

15 MR. REYNOLDS: ilhat I'm doing is n.cVing it in c.c

16 opposed to reading it into the record to give uno do.c;d f.

.

17 and anyone also who roads the racosd an undcratanding of t'

i;g whct the witness' tactimony ic with regard to t..: r.2t er i

i

19 that is discussed here, his understanding of it. !
t
i

20 CHAIEMAN RIGIER: For that purpose, :;. c' can bo i

i

21 received into evidence, i
.

. t

!Hearing no objectica, Applicar_t'c Enc.ibit ro.
I.

* 99--

I
t

3 103 will be admitted at this tiza:.$
.

e

24
!
t

e

25 '

|
f

:
$

4

o

$
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,

1 (The document ref erred to

2 was narked ApplichnC O

.

Exhibit 100 fcr identification,3

*
4 and *. rec racnive.d in evidence.) i

,- 5 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

6 Q Mr. Kcmpmeier, I notica on paga 45 in 'fesponco

7 to question 88, you note that under the C3X-Cltv2iani

l
3 agreement, if the cmcrgency becorc0 no sa-cre that

|
I
.

g the frequency drops 2-1/2 percant, the intercerasetion i

!

10 would be opened.
'
,
f

33 Are you suggesting that thara is comething j

12 wrong with that provision?
|
t

A I'm suggesting that than is not standarf. f13
:

I

34 industry practice. That one of the pulpocas of '

15 interconnections and amcrgency arrangements in to uca than to ;
i
t

IS the fullest possible extent undar any and all emer~ccey

1_e
conditions and the more serious the emergency, the nere |

i
t

important to try to uce them. I
18

}
And, therefore, to deliberately open an inter- |;g

20 connection under an emergency condition and thereby

interrupt the ability to provide c=ergency asciatanco isg
.

running counter to the basic purpose of the arrangament.-

7

33
23 Let me show you what has been markad cc MRC Erhibit

.

235. It is Dcoument No. MRC 235. It is CEI-01evoland24

agreement for installaticn and operation of a 130 kVuS.,

,

h

h
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.
.

4

1 synchrenous intercenncction.
.

2 I ask you if paragrap ' * 4- tus pr.rrsrnpt
a

!

3 that ycu have refarence to in rengonna te qnccaien G. .

. .
,

<

I*
.! It is on page 5 of the agrenment. I

5 A Yes, that is uhab I have ref=ence to. !,

n.
,

!

6 Q The contract provision requires .'nh=ctic '
.

u

.
i
.

7 load sbadding equipment cat to trip 10 9arcent of thu |
6

a system load at 59.3 her=; is diat not accret. 7
|

9 ,
A You want tc give it to 10 agcin? I will tell

i
l

to you if that is corroct. I gacas that i.c '/.:2t it cwin. fec, |
*

jj right. '

t

12 O Is that not the can. ac the L' CAR ct:inderd fer

13 c:aergency procedures during daclining uv t= fr2;ucacy?J
t

1.> A I don't knoti, but I would nr.:t ha a bit curn-4< e
-

15 at that part of it, and perhapa tha next part of it nico ic

t o- concistent with the ECAR standards.

;7 I question the final pa~t abouc tha cpyr.ing cf

the tio is in line with ECAR scandarda.gg

Q Will you read the final partion?7g ;
i
i,

A- And the CZI 2nd NZL2 tie at SU.~ k -- i20
i

O Is it not true dint the eucrgency procod ras3; -

'

-

22 f r ECAR during declining cystem fraquency arc as false
,

!
>

U h* """UUY * 'UU1 U '9' U"3 U27*23 . -.

* a tion that is necessary to arrect frcquancy dac11na's ;24
f

This may include additional load chedf.ingd.c.caurl. cr .'

t.5,,

t
i

.

!
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1 automatic, and coordinated networtk coparations?

' I2 A It may require. It dossa't say it vili rcquira.

3 O' Is network separation the saac as oraning up a
*

(.-
- 4 tie?

5 A Usually yes..

I
6 Q Let me ask you to assema, Mr. Kan;T.ciar, two *

7 systems, one we will call Company X, and the cther wa

8 will call Company Y.

9 Company X has 1000 megawatt peah load isolatsd

10 and Company Y has 1000 megawatts peak iced iscint.2d at

;. different times.

[3 Then assume that those two companies intar-

( 13 e nnect, and the combined peak icad in 1500 megacatts.

14 With Company X having 1000 megawerts and Ccapany ? 500 |
1

15 megawatts at time of system peak. ;

i

16 Then ascume that at the time Coupany Y has a f

1000 megawatt peak, that the load of Company X ic 40037

megawatts.gg

Now under method B, which I believe Mr. Lessygg

coined as a reference to vcur -- one of voor rescrvo04
g

metheds set forth on page 42, the second cne, accu.ning Ig

20 percent reserve, Ccmpany X would have 200 acganatts-

i
reserve obligation, and Company 7 would have 100 magavatts, I >

23 |,

|'

is that correct, under that hypothetical? |2 ,,
|

A I would have to get the figuroc down. I'm -

25 !
'

I

''

i
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; sorry, I didn' t ealiac you ',ere coin:t b cza 'e that
,

,

2 kind of .tucstion. I didn't acts t_a 'fi7tres. :7. 's afraid

3 you wil.', have to rapa:1 thc2.
1

|-

- I' .t MR. F2YMOL33: 2c you iar,t to rec.d it?

S (Whereupon the raporcer rr.af. c:n
,

.

6 fending question, as requestad.)
i

f,and 33 7

9t

*

I

s |

*0. ,

is

$I

12
;

i
I

!'17 1
~q i

'| f

h
It?

I
i
6

15

.

16 - !
! I
i i
i .

: i

t
t

||$ ,

19

'

20
.I

i
21 '

.

'
- a.

i

") 0
-w

9

I

Yb

l
25 i

E

$
$

|
|

I
t
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S34 THE WITNESS: I think that is correct.
,

bwl EY MR. FEYNOLDS:
2

I
+ And the syctem would hava a combined reserve

3

requirement of 300 magcwatts?. ,*
.

,

A Yes.
,

o
*

G Now, lat's assume that at the timo Company "Y"
,

o

has its peak of 1,000 megawatts- that Company "X" increases
,

its off-peak load by 200 megawatts to 600 megawatts.

The cenbined peak load would then be 1600
D

megawatts; is that not correct?

A Yes. !
11

4 And, again, under method B, at 20 percant
12

I
reservas, Company "X" vsuld then have 120 magreachts :

13 L
i

i reserve requiremont and Company "Y" uculd have a 200 :
14

,.

megawatt reserve requiremant? !
15

A Yes.
16

|
G For a total of 320 magc?attc cc.".:bined reserva ;

17 !
'

requirement? !

IC

A Yes. e~

19 i

G So undar that hypothetical, Cc.npany "X", by

increasing its off-peak load by 200 magavatts will have raduced
21 !

I
its - . reserve requirement by 40 percant or 80 mogcwatts, '

', 22
and its total installed capacity requirenant from 1200 to

23
'

1120 megawatts; is that not true?.

- 24
MR. CHARMO: Could I have that qacation back? |

'25
I think you ray have miscpoken,. fI

: ;
t 1
i ,

1

1
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bw2
I (The reporter read the pending question.)

2 HR. CHARNO: You said off-p2S: load,

3 by increasing its off-peak load.

| (- 4 MR. REYNOLDS: That is right.

5 BY MR. REYNOLDS:
.

*
6 0 Is that right?

7 I will accept your figures, yes.'
.

8 0 And at the same time company "Y" would hava

9 doubled its reserve requirement with no change in its

10 peaks isn't that right?

'

11 A Yes.

12 O Now, in that situation, would you still conclude

13 that method B is the most fair and lotgical alternative

14 for ccmputing the reserves of the coordinated system?

15 A No, not necessarily. This is not the e: ample

16 that I was discussing at all of small systens joining

17 a large system.

18 You are talking here dbout syctems of equal

19 size which changes the ground rules quito a bit.

20 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Wait a minute. Do you want
:

| 21 him to continue this answer?

22 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, that is fine..

/

23 THE WITNESS: In the first place, it wouldn' t

24 necessarily be a bad answer in view of the fact that in one.

25 case the peak is determined in very large and overwhelming
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hw3 i degree by One system, and in the other casa by the other. t

2 But I docn' c think I tronid f avc:. this reathed over .

;

i
2 l'.ethod A. ,'

|-

- ( 4 I uculd probably f vor mathed A in almost any |
;

5 situation where you are ecmbining systens of agen1 size. I
I.

-

i
5 Then what you are coing ia starting, in e f fe ct , |

-

t
t

8? in equal terms, and you don t have to take accennt of th: |
i

i
J point that -- ene of the points I van describing hzra of the

,
.

:

0 large system as compared to the small syctem, already

10 having achieved most of the benefits of diversity. ,

i 1'
t

11 Here you are cts.rting with equal opportunity, !
;
!

12 with equal opportunity for participation, for gain, i
!

.

i3 and in that sort of a situation the questicn cf which cno,'

14 perhaps, by chance right turn out to ba em cne whana |
}

15 peak came at the time of the combined pea'. . wocid be a coin- t,
E

t

16 I tossing sort of a chance-taking thtt prebably thera ia '

17 no particular point in introducing. ,

ge The situation I was tal':ing abcut is when yea |
!

19 are addressing a small systen or group of small syetens |
|
*

20 to a 1rge system, th large system has already achievad

ai the benefits of coordination .in large measure, reserve- ;

1
'

!sharing at .1 it is bound to, 99 percent of the ti::c, ate
-

,

I
t |

23| least, to be the system uhich pecduces the tir.e of the '

6.

34 system peak. And the small system has nothing in can de-

i

25 about shifting the time of that pe d.. I

f
;

,

I '

*
I
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And what its load is e t the time of thatbw4 :

2 Peak, and what its capacity contributien is to carrying that

3 combined load, is the thing then taht becenes important

~

and you have to focus on,/ 4.

5 Q. Mr. Kampmeier, assuma that the equipment of the
.

.

6 Municipal Electric Light Plant of the City of Clevel:nd

is in such a condition that its total capacity of over 2007

g megawatts' at the present time has a generating capability

of 25 megawatts or less, l
9

That its peak load is about 100 megawatts, and10

its minimum load exceeda 25 megawatts. If, in that situation
33

MELP interconnects' with CEI, would you expect the ccmbined12

msene mq&emnt of edwo sybms to M Mgher, 3. owr
13

or the same as the reserve requirement for CEI cnd :1ELP
34

prior to the interconnection, assuming that the reliability
10

"* "Y" * " * "9"" *"
1G

of CEI system prior to the interccanection.g

'18
~

words or the specific question, he is aching me to replyg

to, 1 guess that is impossible,,,04

I will have to aks you to read the whole thing.

(The reporter read the record as requested.)-

22-

THE WITNESS: Ecfore I could answer that, I would
*

have to make some additional asstraptions daaling with the,

questien of how MELP carries its load. If you accept the
25s
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y hypothesis you have stated it is nacascary for IELP to he.vs

|
3 arranged for a supply of power in the cmcunt of roughly I

3 100 megawatts, possibly mora, depending: en the nature

[ ( 4 of the supply, but at leant 100 megawatts, in order that
g

5 it could carry the 100 magawatt load, when it
.
4

6 loses the only capacity that you say is usable, 25 maga'etatts.

7 If the arrangament for the other 100 uera such
.

3 that it could lose more then 25 of that, in ena chud., !
I

g thonit would have to arrange for some larger c'.ount, but it f
6
.

70 w uld have to arrange for at least 100.
|BY MR. PSYNOLDS: i

G Let's assume that it gsta that aucunt from its |g
;

Iinter onnected partner, j12
i

A Arranges to cDtain no cbtain 100 magawatts :rca
4

f ,1
UI*14

G All right.
l a_

A Then that 100 megawattr beccmas part of C2I load.16 ,

o

So, new you have a CSI lead of a certa.'.n #17
1

am un s m load, plus M0 megawatts _icm m and
13,

' i. another MELP load of 25 '

jg

20 needs a cartain amount of mnem for ita load
4

of - its' own load, plus the 100. MELP needs a recorve |21
g

,
of 25 megawatts for its 25. When ycu combine that 25 '

with the CEI load of its own load, plus 100, then I think, , , ,

a.a
f

that tne combined roso::va raquirement, probably could go dcnra.

to the extent of come :part of that 25 mega mtts.
2a, .

I
G Ecu much did you figure CEI would have to '

i.

1

I
i
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1

increase its reserve require:acnt to p!ch up the 100 megawatt

2
load of MELP?

3
A. Well, I didn't naka an assurnption, because I nade tha

.

. f' 4
' assumption that that step had been taken, whatever it

' involved, in order to be able to ancwor ycur questicn..
.

6 If you want to go back and --

7

8

9

10
.

12

13

!

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

.

22.

23
.

*
?.4

's 25

!
.
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Iarl Q That couldn't have been taken prior to the
;o

interconnection? i~
-

3 A Mo, but thr.t isn't what you ached mc.
i. .! *

Q If a system aduc load without increasin7 t

5 capacity, doesn't it have to increana rossrves?,

6 '

A yes,

7 Q That wculd be similar to the situation we just 1

.
. i

8 describcd, wouldn't it?

9 A I an wered that toa hastily. Ohc system adic loadi

!.10 without adding capacity -- ;

11 Q Assurcing it wants to maintain P.he cane level of

12 reliability.

i
13 A It depende on the nacure of the load. If it is !

*

:14 adding' load which adds to its pcck lead -- if it is off ;

I
15 peak, it's another matter -- if it is en psak, then in |

tIG has to add firn capacity and not just rccervn. Ic has ;

i17 to increase its capacity to carry that incroac.2d load. j
18 Whether or not it needs more recarves in addition I

i
19 to that increased capacity, chances arc it doec, but that

20 would depaid on the nature of that capacity r_aat it tas

1

21 increasing and what impact it had on the probability i

12 analysis.-

t

E3 0 rou indicated in your earlier testimony on
.

*

24 cross-e:tamination that it uac your understanding that CAECO

25 freezes the percentage of ounership in the units.

1 i
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1 A I think I said the CArCO method tands to freesc

2 it. I would have ro check, but I think that is what I said.

3 I believe that the contracts actually do repeat tha
e

- I. 4 same percentage figures unit after unit, fcr a series of

S CAPCO units which I suppose could be interpreted as freezing
,

6 it.

7 I tended to talk about tendency toward frcening.

8 I'm sure I said that in the early reference to it.

g Whether I repeated that every time, I ' m r.ot s ure .

10 Q I will ask you to 1cok v.t pr.go 58G7 cf the

; transcript and read for me the ansucr you gave at tha top of

12 the page there.

13 A Well, that is not my undcratanding of hou

g4 CAPCO operates. That is why I criticius CAPCO. CA?CO

freezes percentages.jg

I would like to check whether that is the first16

place at which I nade reference to that tarm. If so, I
37

w uld have to correct what I just said.
18

My recollection is that I uced the
39

qualifier at some stage of the game.20

Q Maybe I can speed this up a bit.
21

^

Assuming y u did uce a qualifier of tends to
22*

freeze at some earlier point and you caid frescas tharo in a
23

.

1 ser manner than you intended to, uhat is the basis
24

for your conclusion that it tends to frecce or it frecces
2,5
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1
percentages of ownership, CAPCO docc?

2 A The CAPCO formula for allccated
3 co'uputed total reserve requir;nuo. among the systems is

I 4*

geared to what their hypothetical requirements would be

5 if they operated in isolation. yhat is the part I took.

6 exception to as being undeuirable.

7 By doing that, the effect is that if in

8 any given unit that is being added, any system takes a

9 rather larger share of that unit than it has been taking of
to other units; this than enters into this hypothetical
11 calculation of what its capacity situation would be
12 in isolated operation and becausa cf that disproportionately
13 large piece of capacity, the computer ccmes cut with the,

14 answer that under isolated operation this system needs

15 more reserve from time to time than other would, or than
|

|

16 this one would if a piece of that unit were smaller and

17 as a consequence, the method is used, shifts to that
i

CAPCO company and additional piece of the total requirenent18

and relieves the other ccmpanies of pieces that add up to19

|20 that corresponding shifted amount. I

1

21 In order that that won't happen to any ccmpany
.

22 because no company wants to have its assigned reserve.

23 increased any more than necessary, it is obliged to say.

*

well, never mind this idea I had of wanting a bigger24

25 piece of that unit.
'
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1
1 If that is what it is going to do to the

2 reserves you are going to assign me, let's gc back to

}
3 the same parcentage we used the laat nine and the him.s

. (-
- 4 before and the time before, and this beccaes in effect a |

|

5 somewhat forzen set of percentacos..

.

6 Now -- I gusan I batter stop there. I'm not

7 sure how much further I should puraus it.

8 Q Is it not a fact that the ownerchip shares
I

g of the CAPCO companies in tha varicas CASCO units are not

10 identical for all units?

11 A The first Davis-Ecsse unit, for instance, ic .

I

12 different. Eut my recollaction is that for those after

13 that, the figures or the series of units and up to ann j,

'
i

ja including the last unit that has been prcjected remain uni- '

15 form. I would be glad to stand corrected on that if you show

16 me an indication to the centrary,

i
1,s Q Is that the basis for your conclusion that

18 the percentages are fro =en, or tend to ba frc. Ton?

A That is the evidence that they tend to bo. The19

20 basis for the conclusion is that that is the way the unique

21 CASCO reserve sharing nothod works out, that is the

, Pressure that it : puts on the members.. 22

Q Is it not a fact that the ownorship sharos ofg3
.

each f the CAPCO members at the present time hava no*

24

impact on that member's capacity respeccibility?(
23

I
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1 A Would you repeat that, please?

'

2 (iThereupon, the reporter read the

3 pending question, as requested.)
.

I 4 THE WITNESS: At the present time, you mean befors

S these joint units are added to the syntam, I take it?.

,

6 BY.%. REYNOLDS:

7 Q No, I mean including the joint units.

,a A In other words, not at the procent time, but

9 looking ahead.

10 Q At the present time and looking chead.

33 A Do I understand your question to be this:

'

12 Do I not know that the amounts of capacity,

f 13 reserve capacity assigned to the d'ifforant systems

y looking ahead to a point in cima after, say, the

15 Perry Units come in, is the same under the CAPCO method

16 as it would be if Perry 1, say, were cwn3d entirely by

37 one company?

18 If so, then my answar is no, that is not my

gg understanding of how it works.

Q Let me ask you this in the conte::t of coupleta20

21 coordination with planning on a one-systen basis, would

22 y u n t agree that the participants would need to agree

n a reliability standard for the pool and also would23,

*

24 have to accept an individual reserve responsibility in

"' """"" " " " " Y''- 25

|
t

!

|
|

-
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1 A That's correct. The point Of difference

2 comes in how they do the second part in thas.

3 O All right.

And I believe you indicated 7astariay- c.cthar-
' 4

topic of converantien, that it was your view that a five-year5
.

.

commitment by wholesale custcmcra to taka povar uculd be
S

an appropriate term in order to make pcssible high dcht7

ratio financing.a

Am I paraphrasing you?g

A No, I don't think I said that.
10

Q Will you correct ma then?
33

A I think that if you are going to have high
12

ra f nan ng a genera ng rancmicsion r,vstem,

fe13

'with that high debt ratio of financinc nade poccible by
.sn

" # E"Y # ^ " #
15

pay-out of invectment then thoco contracts would havn to hag

for a pericd as long an the pericd covered by the bond

issue.

If you sold 30-year bonds that would be a 30-

year contract. Five-year referenccc is in a totally
0

different conte:tt referring actually to inductrici

contracts of a sine that would bn uretty nodest compared*
12-

to a sort of general operating plant of this sica.

e
o MR. K3EMOLDS: I don't have anything furthar.

24

1 ~
*de will 'ahe aCHAIRMAN RIGI2R: All richt.

'

25

j
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1 break.

2 (Recess.)

REDIRECT E.UJiINATION
.

/. 4
BY MR. CHARNO:

. 5
Q Mr. Kampmaier, you previously testified

,

6 that TVA distribution utilities or rate cecaittee who

7 represent TVA distribution utilitics and TVA agreed that

0 TVA was to serve what ulutinately became approximately

9 what was 50 industrial custcmers.

10 Are you aware of any benefits that might ficw to

II those distribution utilities by virtue of making that

12 agreement?

13 A Yes. The arrangement between TVA and the

14 whole 150-distribution systens is designed to effectuate

15 the Congressional policy that the powar projects that TVA

16 builds are to be available for all the people in the

17 region, particularly the domestic rural consumors, and

18 and the sale of power to industries should be a secondary

19 purpose and so on, so by TVA serving those particular

20 loads and having some margin above costs in serving

21 them, this helps to effectuate a policy of keeping the
w
*

22 wholesale rate to all 150 systems at as low a level as

23 possible.
,

.

24 HR. RETNOLDS: I didn't hear the last part of

25 your answer.
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1 THE WITNESS: Keep the wholesale rate to all
|

2 150 distribution systemc as low as possiblo.

3 BY MR. CHARNO:

- ( 4 Q You also tactified, sir, to to the catablish-

. 5 ment of a serioc of retail rate schedulen by Yv'A and
.

G the municipal utility rate cocmittee.

7 Can you tell us what motivated the octablish-

3 ment of such a serias of rate schedalos?

9 A The same Congressional directiva of making

10 Power available at the lowest feasibla ratec. Sach

11 distribution system agrecs to operato on a ncnprofit '

12 basis with the snount of mency that is muda availabic
;

i

13 to tha general fund limited to reasonabic percentag0 of |

{
14 revenue.

15 Therefore, in order to be able to havo the
,

i

10 lowast feasible rata in each crea, it tock a series of |
i

;7 different rate icvels to make that possibit.

18 Q Was thera any spagific reason that T7A acught

19 this lowest possible rate?
g

20 A Well, the Congressionnf directive to do just

21 that is required by the TVA Act, plus the fcct that that

! is concistent with TVAh whole reason for being.22

23 Its reason for being is the ecoacmic devolepmant of the regier.
.

with one of the major tools being the availability of low-
'

,nu

st power.
25

cnd 35

|
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i G Sir, yesterday ycu tectified ccucarninc; the
S36

2 Central Power Electric Ccoperativo, and the Central Pcwcre

owl
3 Association. And then Counsel for ths A,cp?.icanto asked

.' / 4 you a number of quentienc that ucad thasa tarras interchangeabl .;

5 Can you tell us whether there is r.ny relthionchip cotrean
.

'

6 the Central Power 31ecrric Cooperacive and th3 Central !

7 Power Association?

8 A No, none whatevor. Central Pnie E:.c ctric

9 Cooperative is in South Dakota and Central Pawor Elac2ric

to Association is in Scuth Carclina,

~

it G In your testimony, would you have referrad to

12 Central Power Electric Cooperative in the context of tha

13 South Carolina Public Service Authority or ths Southnactern

14 Public Service Administration?

15 A No, I think I would not hava. I intanded not

16 to, and I think I hept my referencea straigh .

17 4 Yesterday, or previously, you testified thnt

18 you thought the physical concolidation of acrvice craac

19 that occurred subsequent to World War I was, in your opinion,

20 desirable.

21 Would you also viou as equally decirabla thar

, 1 consolidation of ownership that took pl ec subcequent

P.3 to World War I?
-

24 A Not an equally desirahla, Thoro ucre meny doairable

25 aspects to the consolidation of cwnership. I!uch gain bys

i

I
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.

I many consolidations of ownership. They went tw far up to i
1

2 the point of enactment of the Holding Ccepany Act. !
i

3 4 Sir, yesterday, you uare quantioned en your |
1*

/ 4 direct testimony that the generating capacity owned by |
,

i

.

industrial concerns'tedny comprised about 100 percent of I5

O

6 the count.m./ s total generating capacity; is that correct?
|

7 A Yes. I

O G Were you able to subsequently rocell tha

i
g source of that information?' !

10 A Yes. When I was testifying, I said first I
i

11 thought it was the National Pcuer Survey. Then I said
i

12 on second thought maybe it was the Electrical World, and

13 it was the Electrical World, in their 100 Teniversary

14 Issue.
,

I15 MR. CHARNO: I would like to have markad for e

i

IS identification as DJ-453, a two-page document titled on the

17 first page, "The Utility Industry," and indicates in

iG the lower right-hand corner " Electrical World, June 1, [
t

jg 1974. t
>

20 (The docom-nt referrad to was 1

21 markad DJ Exhibit 4S3 for
'

22 identification.),

23 THE WITNESS: The reference to the stntc.a:ent is
,

pg on the second page at the and of the socend full parag- aph.

25

!
>

1
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3 BY MR. CHARNO:

2 0 This is the source materi::.1 to which you

3 referred, sir?

.' .( 4 A. Right.

.
5 MR. CHARNO: We would move DJ-453 into evidence.

,

6 MR. REYI! OLDS : Wait just a mir.ute.

7 No ob-)ection.

8 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Department of Justice 453 will

be received into evidence at this time.9

10 (The document heretofore

3, marked 3::hibit DJ-453 for

12 identification, was received

13 1" **idC""*'}

BY MR. CHAR 110:94

O Mr. ampe er, y u s ed at some lenge15

nm ng a yp e a p u d to you by the Counrol16

for the Applicants.

* ** "I ^EE * "" E *9" ^"18

5907 and then 5912 and 5929, and in that hypothetical youjg

e mpared a small coal-burning plant with a larga nuclear20

unit.g

', I would like to ask you, whether when ycu

described the coal-burning plant as opposed to the nuclear
.

unit, or when you were working with that, did you make any ;

ass mptiosn concerning the geographical loce. tion of that
25

1
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i small coal-burning plant?

2 A No, I think no such acsumptions wac specified,

3 and I didn't make one.

r' 4 S with respect again to the small coal-burning plant,-

.
5 when you gave the cost of fuel, did you caceme that that fuel

.

6 would be locally available or transported frc.n a distance?

7 A Well, available in the general vicinity,

g There, I think by this time,I think thara una

some reference to coal cost in the State of Chio.,g

10 And I think that my estimate of abou: cne

jg cent for the cost of coal made the assumption that wo

12 were talking about a plant in THE CAPCO area burning Ohio

iC031'13

14

ES36 15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21

.

22-

23
-

P.5

i
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Q If that coal were transportad frca the ue: tern
1

2 I
portion of the United States, would the coal cocte he j

3
higher than the one cent that you asstr.2d in your hypothetica..

-

a
answer?

5! A Yes, it trould; probably considerably higher.

O
Q Did you make -- i

I MR. REYNOLDS: I'm corry, Stave. I'm missing
i

O '
the last parts of your ancuera. What did you cid?.

O THE WITNESS: I said yes, it vould be highor;
,

10 probably considerably higher.

1I BY MR. CHARN0:

!..
'' Q In establiching the ca.pital costs of that nall i

13 fossil plant, did you make any assumption with regard
i

14 to environmental standardc? !
!

15 A Well, the first question asked by th' i
,

16 hypothetical of the small coal-burning plant was the questioni
i

17 of capital costs.
,

i
18 I think I indicated that I vac gearing ny f

;

19 figures to the sort of pinnt that has been built in the '

20 last couple of years, plus come mcrs or less average allowancc

21 for escalation. .

.

~

22 That vould mean that insofar as I made allowance i

. 23 for the effect of the environmental requircr.ents, I was

24 gearing that assumption to average circumstances currounding
|

25 average small coal-burning plents put in servico during the

!
,

I

I
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1 last couple of years.

2 Q If that hypothetical, caall coal-firad plant

3 were built in Ucrtheastern Ohio at scne point in tha
.

4 future, would the environmental standards ar.d rasulting
-

5 capacity costs be higher than those that you ansumed.

6 in your answer to the hypothetical?

7 MR. REYUOLDS: Could I hava that queation

3 back, please?

9 (Whersupon, the reporter rsad the

10 pending question, as requestcd.)

11 THE WITNESS: Ilmost cortainly yes.

12 BY MR. CHARNO:

13 O Sir, I would like you to read a stat =ent and

34 ask you if you can agree with it in the conta: t of

y ur last answer.
15

16 "In vicu of current requirements for affluent j

controls at fossil fuel planta, the high capital costs37

33 for nuclear power plants is not significantly greater

19 than coal-fired plants. Nuclear fuel presently providen 1

20 the least costly energy ccurce for large bace-load generating

plants."gj

'. A Yes, I would agree with that. I asstaa in saying,2.

s a e rs sen .7 p as nuclear and coal-,
23

,

burning plants of approximately tha came -- approximately24

equal size. If sizes were different, then I uould want to,,us

-
t
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1 qualify my ancuer. !

1

2 I nantion thsc b>:ca e the hypo chticci 1::: 1

t
i

2 given to me and tha aizac mero dieforcnt 2:2 the coal -
.

'

4 burning plant in smaller, it than runc the cost up more .

I
I

. S than if that woro tho ec=c sino. i

.

G Q Let me read the second cantence. |
|

7 " Nuclear fusi presently providct, tha icas: 8

I

O costly energy cource fer large base-load genore. ting !
i.

,

9 plants." !
,

t

10 A Yes, asstraing that that ccrriac implication e

l

;) that the entire quotatica waro for 1r ?c planta, tnct tcheu |

t.
12 care of it. I agree with tha entire statement. j

1

13 Q Would it curprisa '/ou that that cB2tenr3
|t
i

14 m made about plants to be constructOd in Chio in the !

s
1

15 f" Curd 7 !
i

A No, it would sce.2 to be very appropric.ta !16

j7 for plants to be built in Ohio in the futr.ra.
t

18 MR. CHARNO: I would lika to mark for id ntifica- !
}

10 tion a three-pago document frcm the 1954 D.tionhl soner j
i

29 Survey, Volume I, pages 272 and 2'13. This is th: entrcet f

.1 upon which the witncus was questioned yest:.rday by the,

.

22 Applicants, and which they have made avnilcble ;o tho

department.
*

2-0.

24

25
|
i
i
:
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1 (DJ Exhibit No. 454

2 nac marked for identifica-

3 tien.)
.

4 BY MR. CHARNO:

,
S Q I would like to direct your attention to the

6 second full paragraph on page 273.

7 A Yes, Ihave a copy here.

8 Q And ask you whethar vcu agree uith the statement

9 contained in that paragraph 7

10 A The one that begina " Continued reliance on

11 small isolated generating plants," and so on?

12 O Yes, sir.

13 A Yest I think that ic c goco cratement.

14 MR. CHARNO: We would oave DJ 454 into

15 evidence.

16 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.

17 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Departscat Exhibit 454

18 will be received into evidenc3.

19 (The document previously

20 marked DJ Exhibit 454 for

21 identificaticn, was received
I

22 in evidence.)

o3 BY MR. CHARNO:
.

,

24 Q Sir, ovar the lact three days, you hcVe been

|
questioned repeatedly concerning cost of service, and |25

i
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1 your experience with cost of service.
>

E Have you cvor bcon e=picyid by a ragulatory |
!

3 agency to advisa that agency? !
!*

4 A Yes. Most recent utch consulting assignoutt

5 has been with the Ontario Energy Board, uhich is.,

6 ontario's agency in lien of a utilities cc:nission. I

7 This will be the third cona2cutivo year that

C I have -- will have served as an cdviser te that beard.
s
.

9 Q Was it also brought out that you have served
'

to as a censultant to the Public service cc:nicalon of the

11 Stato of N2w York?

12 A That was already contioned.

t.
13 Q HaveyoueverservedasaconsultanttotheFedera$

I
14 Power Commicsion? I

15 A Yes, I served as a consultant to the Fcderal

16 Power Ccz nission over a period of a year or tuo,10 or 12
i

17 years ago. i

13 Q What was the nature of your ucrh at that time, ,

i

19 and what were the results?

20 A At that time the hederal Pcwer Cm.caiscion van

21 being reorganized under a ned chairman. And uas ~~ I vac
.

22 asked to assist in exploration of how the Cezuiucion i

23 might more effectivnly implcment national pcwor policios
.

| 24 as.expressad in the Federtl Pcuer Act cud other
!

25 Congressional act: and exccutive ordorc, and ' did ac.i

|
|

| .

!
i

__ _
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1 One result that came frcm those explorations

2 in which I assisted was a determination by the Federal

3 Power Ccmmission to embark on the national pcwer curvey,
.

4 the published results of which have been referred to hero

5 on ceveral occasions, including the exhibit just filed.
,

6 Another result was the determination of a

7 ccmmission to intensify its interont in wholesala rate

8 regulation and to expand its electric rato regulation

9 staff.

10 I'm choosing my words here, becausa they tie

11 directly into one of the statements that was read from

12 this exhibit yesterday. The.t cbjectivo unfortunately was

13 onlV Partially realized.

34 Q Are you the author of cny publier. tion:

in the field of electric ratca?
l a-

o
;

A Yes. Among them is a manual on ratsmaking I
16

which I prepared for the American Public Power Associationg7

and which is now in its third edition.18

cnd 37 gg

20

21
- |

22

|
'23

.

24

25

|
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S38 j 0 Does that deal d.t all with methods of allocating k
!

bwl 2 costs as a basis for establiching ratss?

O A Yes, it dcas. j
.

4 0 In your experienca uith ratc~mrking over the

. 5 years, have you fcund that there is a singla cceepted

C rnethod or a variety of methods for clloccting costs?
|

7 A A wide varicky of rrsthods that got wid.aly

g ranging results.

g g Do othar authors in the field of clocuric rates

t
to agree .. with that statament? -

I

g; A Yes, there have been many bco's written on

12 rate-making and cost allocatienc, and the provciling view,

I guess, i coule :say, tha viou practically without13

;f, e::ception is consistent with what I juct stated.

15 Among other c::ampleo, a fairly recent cao is a
,

16 book, volume, publiched a couple years ago by NARUC,

37 National Associations of Regulatory Utility / Cc:niccioners,
{

33 which is devoted in its entirety to cost allocatien methods

39
in use in the industry.

20 0 Are you aware of whether electric utility managers !
I

gg also recognize that cost allocation and rata- cking are j
'

not emet. sciences?%A ,

A Yen. There has been frequent evidence of that.
23 |. ,

One that I racall spacifically is a report in the24

Electrical World a couple of years ago, on a conference.,
1.o

I
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I
of electric utility executiven uhich dealt with e

bw2
2

nurbar of subjects, including that cubject.

3
0 Do you recall whether those electric pcwcr

4

4
executives were executives of publicly-cwned, invector-

5
. owned or other privately-owned utility systonc?

O A Investor-cwned systems, I believe.

7 MR. CHARN0s I offer for identification a

8 three-page document which contains in the uppar right-

9 hand corner the word " management," and which statos in

10 the lower left-hand corncr, " Electrical World, January 15,

II 1974."

12 (The document referred to 1:as

13 marked DJ Ehribit 4f5.for

I identification.)
15 THE WITNESS: This was a report I was recalling,

16 and I will refer you to not only the first couple of

17 paragraphs to indicate participants and so on, but the

la section beginning on the second paga, a third of the ucy

19 down the first column, under the heading "naasuro." It

20 starts "The fourth need is to deve. lop a uniform nothod

21 for measuring cost of service." I believe that paragraph
.

22 and the next and the third are -- and the fourth ar.e

23 all pertinent to this point.
!

*

24 In fact, all of then right down to the heading.

|
25 dConflict," and then even some of that. Tha third paragraph

n
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I under that, it says, "So the fif th pisnning need is to
,

,,
" make use of the benefits"and so ca.
O I think that is also partinents the peregraph

}/,

4 that follows that is quito portilient. ,

5 " Typical cost of servica studdied today," and.

O so on.
.

7 I think thoc2 are the key points.

O G Sir, are you cuare of any regulatcq commission,

9 either stata or federal which has ever/ proscribed a single

10 mathod of cost allocation which ccn't be deviated frcm?
!

11 A I don't recall eny such instancs. The praedce,

12 normally, in not only to allow some wif.c freedom of choice, as:

13 to method used, but also for the subjectivo intepretatien
i'

14 of that methos with the assumptions that hcvc to ha mado

15 to implement it.

16 g Sir, I notico that 453 makes reference to i

17 situations t&.ere two individuals can be doing the sana

18 cost of service study and co=o out with t.co different

19 results.
.

EO Are you aware of such an instanca

21 overy occurring? ,

'

22 A. I would put it a little strcnger. I have never

23 knavn two studiec to be made that maa cut with the sans !
o

24 result.
I

25 MR. CHAPlIO: 173 would move DJ-455 into evidence.

I,

|

I
'

__
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MR, REYNOLDS: Will you wait just a minute?

1

Mr. Chairman, May I ack, m2.ybe I micced it,
2

I don't understand what tnic is. Di'd the Witness indicate
3

what this statement was that we arc leching and,12 not, can,

4
we ask hom, so I can got clarification.

5

I don't understand what the document is.
6

THE WITNESS: I did indicate what it was and,
7

rather than to hunt back the ancwor I would be glad to
8

repeat it.
9

I indicated in response to a question about whether
10

there is recognition amoung utility racnagers of the
11

fact that rate-making is not an exact science, that I havo
12

seen that illustrated a number of times. One illustration
13

,

th-t. I recalled was a report in Electrical World magazine,
14

a trade journal of the electric industry, cf a utility
15

conference which discussed this point among othera, and thio
16

is that report.
17

That reference to that raport.
18

MR. REYNOLDS: Did you say you hcd attended this
19

conference?
20

TIT, WZTURSS: No, I did not3
21

MR. REYNOLDS: May I ack the Department what
22

the purpose is for moving it into evidenec7
23

MR. CHARNO: The Witness, as an expert, maintains'

24
an awareness of what is going on in the electric utility

25
industry. His awareness of the fact, as I understand his

1
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I testimony, that utility nuncgers, in this cace

2 investor-owned utility managers arc awara of the in:nact,

3 not only aware, but set it out in soma detail in the
.

4 course of a meeting,, is based on the report of a ccaference
5

, published in the investor-owned utility trad magasine

6 and we are submitting it for that conferenca, that it

7 took place and those were the conclusiona reached.

O We are not aware of any crrata that were published

9 or requestad.

10 MR ., REYIIOLDS : I see. I have no objection.

11 CHAIRMA!! RIGLER: Ecpartm:nt E:: 41 bit 455

12 will be received into evidenceo

i,

13 (The document heretofore marked

14 Exhibit DJ-455 for identification,

15 was received in widence.

16 BY MR. CHAPJIO:

17 G Mr, Kampmeier, yesterday you testified that you

18 had been instru :ted by the Department of Justico to

19 target your inquiries at 1973. Were you given any reason

20 for that instruction?

21 A Yes. The point was that anything later than that

22 would raise problems of availability of data for the sorts

23 of analyses I wa.1 contemplating and in regards to Wiich I
,

24 was asking about the availability of data.

25
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I Actually, it turned out that that created

2 even a little bit of a problem, because the rederal Power

,

Commission, which is ene of the more official sourcan"

.

4 of data is pretty sicw about getting out some of its'

5 reports..

6 g Sir, do municipal wholocale cuctcmars

7 of TVA at this tima pay more or loss for ccmparabla

0 quantities of power than their FPC- protected neighboring

9 wholesale cnotomers?

10 g, Logg,

11 MR.: REYNOLDS: Could I have the question back?

12 (The reporter read the record cs reglosted.)

13 MR. REYNOLDS: I object to the ,

14 question 'on the ground that it ceemc to have no relevance

15 to the Ohio situation or the matters we are looking at

16 in this case relating to Ohio,

17 MR. CRARNO: We had two days of cross-

18 examination on that point.

19 I would be inclined to agree it has no relevance.

20

21

.

22

23
.

24

25'

|

.
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arl CHAIFJA11 RIGLER: P.ut it i a subject which .

I
2

was firct brought up in crosc-u:cminaticn.

3
MR. CID.m10: It certainly wac.

.

I 4 CEUFF.AN RIGLER: Overrulad.

- BY HR. C5mMO:

6
Q Sir, did you conduct calculated ccuparisons

7 of the wholoscle and industrial retail rates of Ohio

0 Edison and Pennsylvania Power and Toledo Edisen Ccepany?

8 A Yes.

10
Q And these involved calculations on paper?

II A Yes.

12 Q And were there calculations turned o7er to

13( the Applicants?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Arc the industrial rctos offered by utilitics

iG influenced in any raanner by the desiro of utilities to

17 attract industrial custcmcrs?

18 MR. SMITH: Mr. Charno, if you are doing that

19 for my benefit, I appraciato it, but I'm happy with the

20 record the way it is now.

21 I don't see a need for it. |

22 MR. CHARNO: I will withdraw the question.

23 BY MR. CHAR'10:
,

24 Q Mr. Kampmeier, I ask you to assuraa as a |
|
i

'
25 hypothetical that you were hired as a constl#mnt for an

9

!

I
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1 isolated generating municipal nyctem. If ycu ircicctigated

2 the availability of bulk power at wholesala freu a

3 surrounding utility, would the e::ictsnca af a potential
.

/ 4 price squeeze, coupled with the inability of tha arctam
i
I
15 to operato compatitively in isolation, ba sufficient to
|

,

c cause you to recem=end that that utility go cut cf the

; distribution business entirely and to allou ite custancru

8 to beccme ratail custemurs of the surrounding utility?

9 MR. REWOLDS: rou want to rc.cd thct heck?

10 (Whereupon, the reporter recd the

jg pending qucation, as requucted.)

12 MR. RZ2NOLDS: Cculd I have socc clarifica-
,

13 tion as to what counsel means by the e::is+.cnce cf a i
j'

,

14 potential prica squeers? .

|

15 MR. CHARNO: I will withdraw the question and !

16
start over,

j
!

17 B'l MR. CHARNO: |
i

18 Q Let us assun that you are hired by an
i

19 isolated generating municipal system, and you ara hired

20 to exploro bulk powcr supply alteractivec.

21 If y u detomined, number one, that that cyctem

2, could not be competitive with the surrounding bulk never. -

ISupplier by r3maining isolated and depOnding upon its
.

own generation and you determincd, ntaber two, thau if, , ,
,

that cystem were to boccae a wholesale purchacer from the,
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1 surrounding utility, that it would be nubjected to ubat

2 you had previously described in your tactimcny as a

3 price squeeze; would this ccabinction of fceborn cause
.

|

4 you to reccmmend to that systen thac rath:2 than rcmaining

5 isolated or purchasing bulk power at wholecala, it chould-

G sell its system to the surrounding utility ccd allow ito

7 customers to be served at retail by the surrcunding

8 utility?

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Could I get a clarification

10 by counsel, when he sava " remain competitive," co.npatitive

1: as to whom? And also when you say "petential pri':a

12 squeeze," price squeeze as to which cuctemers?

13 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: While Justice is reflecting<

14 on that, let's not wasta time. Isn't the answer going

15 to depend on the coverity of the price squeace, no matter

16 to whom it is applied, and also the ccmpancation for tho

;7 system, so there is no answar?

13 THE WIT;1ESS: I would say like a lot of

39 hypothetical questions I have bean asked, I ..'ould need

20 to make some more assumptions.

,1 LY MR. CBIJCTO:

22 O Is it possible to be subject to a rate

23 squeeze and still cell power to an inductrial customar at a
.

2*, lower price than your supplier can soll powcr to that
'

n us r a custcmcr?25

,
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1 MR. F2'iNOLDS: I thought he said rate ccunozo.

I

2 I don't know whc.t he naans by rate aquenze. ,
.

|
3 MR. CHA?liO: I think cho witness tactified i

/
6

4 as to what he meant by rato cquecta, anu Ina: 10 |

5 what I'm referring tc.,

I

6 CHAIEMAN RIGLER: Rate cquecce or prics aquecta?

7 MR. CHARNO: They're identical.

3 OIIE FITNESS: It may not he liholy, but it is a !

I
i

0 possibility. If you have got an efficient, exceptionally
'

to well managed dictribution system, and your distribution

11 costs are favorchle, then it is poccible, and I kncu of
|

12 more than one instance wher2 it has happened, that tho |
|

I 13 distribution system pays an unduly high rato which j
i

1,1 represents a price squae:c, and still undcrac11s the sycter. ;
,

!

15 frcm whom it is buying power.

i

16 BY MR. CHARMO:
{
i

17 0 Is that in the CAPCO area? |

18 A Well, let's cce if I -- I was thinking of other |

19 situations. Let me think about the CAPCO area c minute.

20 Yes, I think ccspanioc can be found in
; ,

l

21 the CAPCO area, probably, too. I would have to c::cmina |

1

22 the operating records over a longer period of tino than

23 I have to satinfy myself that this is a 31stainablo
.

1

situation. |,46
1

MR. REYMOLDS: I mova to ctrike the anremr |a5,

\

|
|

|

|

|

|

l.
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1 to the extent it u.ade referenco to the pernibility

2 it could exist in the CAFCO arca baa0d on the fallcNing

3 portion of his response.
.

'
4 MR. CIGRNO: Mayba I can aa:: c few clarifying

5 questions and refresh the uitnacs' recollection.
,

6 MR. REYNOLDS: I have no probler. with that, but |

7 I still move to strike that answar to thS e:: tent it relates

3 to the CAFCO area.

9 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I will ctrih ic and you can

10 rephrase it.

tj BY MR. CiUL'UIO :

12 0 Sir, do you recall being given a copy of the

13 testimony of the manager of utilities of Elluccd City,

14 Pennsylvania?

A Yes.15

16 O In that testimony do you recall cny statement

17 f the relationship between the rates paid by Ellwcod

City and the rates that utilitics ~~ industricls that
10

39 purchase their power from Ellwood City's supplier paid?

A Yes, I remember th.e circcastances quito well20

and the situation is one which fits the sort of case you were21

'

asking about.,,
juu

|

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Could I ask whethor or not23
.

Mr. Charno is referring to the testinony of 31r. Urian,24

"" " 8' " * * 9#9 # *#"#U**
u'5

|
|

|
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1 MR. CHARNO: We will supply thnt, and I'm

2 referring to Mr. Urian's testimony.

O MR. STEVE 11 BERGER: 1.re you ctating new as the
. ,.

! 4 basis for asking this question that Mr. Urian testified

5 to a price squeece?
,

5 MR. CHARN0: I'm stating that he tastified to a

7 relation hip between ratos which, if I can remember tha

8 witness' definition, I think uculd be a prico sugecze,

s MR. STEVEN DERGER: I rocall Mr. Urina

to testifying as to a relaticn hip br. tween rates. I don't

11 recall Mr. Urian testifying to a price squee:a.

12 HR. CHAIUiO: If you are asking me did ha use

i

13 that term, no, I don't believe he uced that tena.

14 MR. REYaOLDS: Go ahead.

15 MR. CHAR 10: Then I have no problem with that.

BY MR. CHARHO:-
o

Q Did you testify that the cystem p0 hs of tha37

individual CAPCO member ccmpanies are closaly parallel13

10 or comparable to the peaks of industrial ccmpanics within

20 those systems - industrial customers within tho:e

systems?.1 1
,

-

A In terms of time of day?22

Q Yes, sir.,,
s

.

A Yes, I testified that by and large the peaks on
I3

each of the CIGCO companies occurs during hours when
5,s

i
!

. --.
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1 industrial loads are likely to be high.

2 Q Are municipal loads in the CAPCO urca

3 less likely to coincide with the system peaks of
'

4 individual CAPCO companies than the industrial customers

5 those companies serve?.

6 A Yes, they are.

7 Q Does this have any influence relative to the

a cost of serving industrial customers as opposed to

e municipal customers?

10 A Yes, it means that this is a factor which lowers

it the cost of serving the municipal customers ccmpared to the

12 cost of serving industrial customers.

13 Q What was the basis for your statement today

14 that the question of whether the issue of wheeling is in

15 the public interest was being litigated?

16 A I was recalling the Ottsr Tail case

17 which went through a series of steps. The last I recall was

18 that the case was settled on appeal except for onc

gg point which was referred back and to the best of my

20 recollection, as far as I can recall, that point had not

21 been disposed of.

40 Q Sir, would you characterize the agreements22

, 23 between CEI and Painesville and between CEI

24 and the City of Cleveland as " complete coordination"
'

25 agreements as y u have used that term in your testtaony

_ _ _ _ .
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1 today?
|
I2 A No, they would be fcr frc*u t:n.t.

3 O Do those two agreements contain uniga2 and
.

<

4 complex items that verc her.unered out for tha first'

5 time in the CAPOO area in the content of those agreementn?
.

6 A Ho, I think not.

7 Q Earlier today you testified with raspect to n

8 description of CAP 00 and you indicated that this van not

9 an adequate description of the racarve sharing principles

to of the pool,

tt I would lika to giva you that deccription

12 again and ask you why not. It is i:he brackated portion

13 on that page.

14 A Yes, this van the ona that vac read to me a

15 couple of times. The key reason I concidar it inadequate

is that it does not call attention or noto at all -16

MR. R3'RIOLDS : I can't hear that you a o saying.37

TES WITNZSS: I'm sorry. I backed up from j18

the mihe. I'm sorr/.;g

It does not call attention to or in fact20

mantion at all the one thing about that recorre charing21

'

arrangement which really makas it unique and that is that22

the total requirements, reserva requircnent for the pool,23
.

are allocated on a basis which gives considerable weight to
,,4c

what the earticipant's situation would be individuallyg
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I if operated in isolation which I have mention ^d, I think,

2 is beside the point, and ubich is noc noratlly done,

3
.

and which unicss mentioncd, I thinh, lenvas the reader 1 css

(
4 than adequately informad as to the n;;ura of theac,

5 reserve sharing arrangements.-

6 BY MR. CHAEIO:
,

7 Q Sir, at one point you testified that there

0 were additicnal differences between the rato schedules

9 which apply to industrics and the rate cchedulos which

10 apply to municipal wholesale custcuara that you had

it examined.

12 Could you tell us what tho e additional diffarenced

13 wera?
I

14 A Yes, I think,very quickly.

15 The -- I was referring particulcrly to the

16 rates of Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Power, and they

17 provido in tha -- well, first in the rates to municipalitiae,

to that the demand charge is based upon the hjghost demand
'

19 during any 30-minute pcried of the month.

20 The industrial rata, however, provides that

21 the billing demand is based not on the dentnd during the
.

22 30 minutes cf highest demand but the average of the highest

23 and the second highest 33eninute demands.

g4 This gives a rather significant, in many cases

25 fairly substantial discount in effect to the industrial

. _ . _
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i customero. ,

!

2 Secondly, in the came caction dealinJ u.th ;
:
e

3 billing demand, in the case of a demand which was t
- !

'

4 establishad after certain hours, C:30 p.m. in tha sumertina

. 5 in the case of Pennsylvania Po Scr,- and 9:00 p.n. cur:aor er

G wintor in the case of Ohio Edicon, thosa are trnted --
!
.

7 this provision in the irdustrial rate thich is not in
!

O the wholocalo rato and thic provides that cuch a Ocaand,

9 after that hour or before a spacified hour in the

10 morning in effect is treated as an off-pcah demand cnd that

1; off-peak demand could be up to twice ac high ac the demand -

i

12 during other hours without increasing the dema d charge..

13 If, for e..acple, a systcn liha the
,

1

14 municipal system of Cleveland which had its paah 1973 at i
e

!

15 10:00 o' clock in the evoning could buy pcwar undar |
i

16 that sort of cchedule, it would obvioucly .te a conaidorablo
}

17 advantage to it. |

gg So thic cort of a sp concession i2 the

jg industrial rate that doesn't appear in the wholesale rate

20 is an important difference.
,

4

iend 21 O Mr. Kampmeier, you testified on crcuc-- |
.

'

341 22 examination that you had mada yourself feniliar with the

,
23 Applicant's proposed licence conditions and .Dchibit 4"..

24 A Yes.

25 O Did s/ou reach any opinion ac to tha dm:irability
i

6

I

|
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1 of those conditienn?

2 A I did.

3 0 Can you tell us what conclusions you reached?
.

I 4 A I consider them quite unacceptable to the

5 small system.

G Q Can you tell us why?

7 A I will try to make this recconably precise.

3 There are quite a numbar of points I would like

9 to make.

10 First, the provisions do not include any

11 wheeling except for the very limited purpose of delivering

12 to the small system the power that it purchases from the

13 nuclear unit or power for replacement therccf. It makes

1.t no provision, in other words, for wheeling in any cther

15 power or wheeling out any of that power tihich -- porier from

16 the nuclear unit which might temporarily be a surplus

17 to the system.

13 Secondly, without such a provision, and no

19 provision for the small system to ba able to shara in other

20 CAPCO units other than the nuclear units, the maall system

;; would be unable to put togcther as the large syst2ms do,

22 an appropriate ccabination of base lead nuclear power,

, 23 intermediate lead power from large coal-burning plants,

g4 and peaking pcwer from other cources.

25 Another point is that there is a lot of Icng'

.
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I lancusee in here uhich I believe would need to be i

2 tightened up very considarably before the craali system

O could be at all sure that it might not bo intcrprehed in
,

/ I
4 ways that the c=all system might have ccan=ed it trau I

5 not intended, because there is a lot of recu for cubiguity,
-

6 plus room for doubt sa to who doce the interp7oting, who

7 mskes the determination uhen partica fcil to agrec, and sc

8 on. |

|
9 This leads ne to the point in regard to tha j

10 matter of reacrvec. I can illuntrate what I have hocn
.

11 saying by loading into the discussion on rcrarvos by

12 quoting thic sentence: I
4
1

13 "The company and each participating entity i

14 'shall enter into an arrangament for reaervea which r,hn11 !

15 jointly establish the minimum reservo requirensnt to be
i

16 installed and/or provided under contractucl arrangcrents !
I

17 as necessary to maintain for each party," and let me under~

g3 score "to maintain for cach party a reserve nargin insufficiadt
i

1
30 to provide adequate reliability of power supply." '

20 Mow I thin.N it is totally unclear, cuhiect to a '

21 lot of room for argument as to what that means. To maintain
.

22 for each party a reserve margin incufficient to provide
,

. 23 $or adequate pouer supply under what conditienc? Under

ga isolated conditions?

25 If co, there is no rarcrve sharing, -You cre

!

t
- -
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1 back where you started; there is no indication it doesn' t

- '
2 mean that.

3 There is no indication what it means instead |,

b 4 of that. If it means that something other than

5 under isolated conditions, then you run into another-

6 whole flock of questions about the reserve language. It

7 provides that if no agreement can be reached on the criteria

a for determination of reserves and the participating

9 entities' minimal reserve requirements chall be detennined

10 on the basis of two possibilitica:

11 One, on the basis of the smallest recorve

12 requirement which company has agreed to under other

13 similar reserve arrangcments, then in effect.
7

14 But in no event shall the participating

15 entities' minimum reserve be less than its largest

16 single block of nuclear capacity, and so on.

17 Now this last point, not less than its

ga largest single block of nuclear capacity, the undesirability

rg of that has been commented on by other witnesses. 'I don't

20 need to belabor the point further.

21 MR. REYNOLDS: I nove to striko that portion

22 of his answer.

23 THE WITNESS: In that caco, lot me explain why
.

I think --24

CRAIRMAN RIGLER: Wait a minute. What other- 25

t

_ _

,
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1 witnesses?

2 THE WITNESS: Mr. Hughoc and Mr. Fcuer, among

3 others.
.

/ 4 CHAIPJ'Idi RIGLE2: Are you cdopting their

. 5 tastimony?

6 THE WIT 1TESS: On this particular point, yes.

7 CHAIRMAN RIGLEn: Objection overrulsd.

O THE WITNESS: As undecirabic as that

*

e langunga is, and if it uurc not so late, I would havo

10 preferred to spell out my own language and objc.ctiona

1i to it -- I'm trying to save time by adopting other

12 testimony -- bad as that last provision is, it is not a3

g bad as the one before which says in the event agreement '

y can't be reached, that the roscrve requiroment chall be

g3 determined on the basis of the s.tc11cet reserve requirement

16 'vhich company has agreed to under sinilar recarve
t

37 arrangements then in offect. !
!

;g Now hcw in that to be rend? There nr2 two

;g ways I can think of to read it.

20 One would be to say that that means the C.uco

gg reserve sharing arrangement. I hava exprocred my opinions .

.
as t why that would be unfair to the :rnall nystsm.22

23 The other possibility is particularly if tha j
*

1

24 small system were to say, "I can't cccept that, th t is |
|

not fair, you couldn't have mcant that," then anotheri
25

|

} !

h |
|

l
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1 possible interpretation of what this means is that you,

|
2 Pitcairn or Cleveland or Oberlin or uhcevar, will be

3 obliged to provide reserve requirements equal to Toledo
.

I Edison's because that in the smallest recorvo requircmant4

. 5 which has been agreed to under similar reserve arrangements

6 in effect.

'7 Obviously this whole section on reserve

a arrangement in my opinion is totally unacceptable to any ,'
*

l'
#

9 small system.

10 Now I could go on. Eut I think maybe that is

33 about enough. I would certainly want to add this: We>

12 have been talking quite a little about complato cocrdination ,

,

13 arrangemeats,
,

cnd 41 .y
,i,-

,

15

4

16
:
.

( 17

18

19

20

21
.

22

_ 23
[

| 2
| .

I

l 25
, ,

|
:
|

:

.m - -
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g Mr. Reynolds has bcon cross-a::cnining negg

. bwl 2 on a lot of questions on the cssumption of con:pletc

3 coordination arrangements. I think ccmplete coordination

*

( 4 arrangments are what should be striven for,, but those

5 license conditions wouldn't coma anywhere near providing for
.

6 complete coordination arrangement.

7 MR. CHAPliO The Dapect :ent has no iurther

a redirect.

3 HR. REYNCLDS. I objegt to furthe: quections by

10 OS St3ff*

3i CI' AIRMAN RIGLER: Overruled.

12 RECROSS EXAMINATION
,

13 BY MR. LESSY: ,

14 G Mr. Kampmniar, you have agreed' that' rates

15 are established on the basis of averaga embedded costa, and

jg that the costs of new generation and *ransmissien s culd

exceed average embedded cost. : Mith continued infintica, wh it17

as the direct effect of new generation and trencS:.asicajg g

construction on a utility's rates?19

20 MR. REYNOLDG: I object to that
.

question as beyond the scope of radirect.2

MR. LESSY: There is an er.hibit that goes to the*

3

st of service and its relaticn to construction.s 23
.

There are other questions.g

MR, REYNOLDS: What exhibit?
25

n

!
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bw2
- I MR. LESSY: DJ-453. It dircots the cuaction*

,i.

of coat of service in cartain constructica je
a

3 projects and that relationship. |
f-

I' 4 The fact that khis quantien is related to j

,

cross-examination by tha applicants dcca not clec :csan that5

G it is not related to the redirect by tha Daparbr.Ent.

'
7 Mn, REYNOLDS: E::hibit 455 hac no mantica that

I
i

0 I can see to the situation regcrding ambedded average
.

9 costs and increnantal costs, which in tho crea that I believe

i
10 Mr. Lesay'c question cddrasccd. :

I

11 I would aslo remind the Dourd that this i
i
i

12 exhibit was not introduced for the purpoco of cddrcccing i
!
!

13 that arca. I

i
1

14 We mado a requect cpecifically as to the purpcca

I
15 for this exhibit.

16 I acn't cec how the quection relataa at all to g

|

17 the redirect by Mr. Charno.

tc MR. LSSSY: The quection was the effect of

19 costs on rates, and that is certainly within the scops {
i

10 of tha redirect. !
I

i

21 This just goes to the point of -- I

'

n2 CHAIPMAN RIGLER: To be fair, it relatan r. ore

23 directly to a point that was raiced in cross-o::cminaticn
_

74 by the Applicants and I'm going to perr.it ti">

t 25 question.

t

!

-- .
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: Tl!E WITNESS: Would you raatata it?

hw3 2 MR. REYNOLDS: I would lik a to netc an c::ception.

3 CIIAIRMM RIGLER: We have debated before
.

< 4 whether there can be cross on croca.

.

The Board thus far has allowed all parties5

6 a turn to interrogate en neu matters raiced in crosu

7 or matters which they did not have a chance to addreas in

8 their original corss which carae up as , the result of another

9 party's cross-examination.

10 MR. LESSY: I will start again,

11 BY MR. LESSY:

12 O You hava agreed that rates are octabliched on

13 the basis of average embodded costs, and that the cost of

14 new genration and transmission would e::caed averaga

15 embedded costs.

16 Now, with continued inflation,,what ic the

37 direct effect of newly-constructed gr.neratica cnd trans-

18 mission on the utility's rates?

19 A It leads to increases in the rates.

20 % Could a full requirements wholesale customer

21 by acquiring an ownership interect in a nuclear plcnt be

able to protect itself against such rises in rates in*

22|
23 the future?

.

24 A Yes, it could, to that extant.

25 % C uld a full requirements wholocale cuoterer

.
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I
e
i

i
bw4 I also protect itself against such auch rice in ratcs in |

t
1-

the future by having the option of seeking alternative-

3 sources of bulk power supply through wheeling? ;
-

1

( 4 '
A It would certainly help to protect hinacid,

5 !yes.,

6 g Did you say a full requirer nta uhole tale
!

7 customer with no optiens of either wneoling or reaacnchle [
3 cunership in large units have any rate protochien against

0 either poor planning, excacsively high construction costs er

10 excessively high construction cocts by his wholesalc

!! supplier?
?

12 A No, not really.

13 G Finally, the last quastion, ycu toudified

M taht rates take account of all customara in a particul.n
a

15 class.

.
16 Who dater:: lines the clans of custe ::3rc ? j

:

17 A The utility who is establiching the catan. I

18 MR. LESSY: That concludes Staff's

19 ,examinaticn.
t

20 MR. HJELMFELT: I have no qucaticus.g

.

2i MR. REYNOLDS: Can we taks a ten minute
=

.

22 break?

.
23 CILERMAli RIGLER: Ccn you make it fiva? |

.

*

24 (Recess.) j

i,
g

4

4

i
,

*

[ t
I i
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hw5 BY MR. REYNOLDS:1

2 0 Mr. Kampmeier, where did you say that the Central

3 Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., was located.

.

( 4 L North Dckota,. Minot, North Dahota,,

5 0 Iid you know why it is that the annual
,

6 statistical report for the rural electric borrcworo of 1974

indicates that that entity is locatad in South Carolina and7

is system lease-operated by the South <arolina Publicg

Service Authority?9

A You are sure you are not looking at Central
10

Power Association?
33

12 0 Let me show what I'm reforring to and see

whether maybe we are talking about tuo diffarent things?g3

A Well, excuse me , in the first place the;4

name of the one in North Dakota is Central Power Electric
15

Cooperative.
16

I prnb2bly didn't listen that closely enough.
;7

I have been using that name se often I asattaad that is what
18

you were referring to. Morth Dakota Contral Poacr Electric
39

Cooperative, you will find the one I'm talking about. It
20

seems like a backward way to sign the coquence of words in thu
21

name , but that is what they chose to do,*

22

G That one indicates that the ene we are talking
,

43
,

about is located in South Carolinar is that correct?
24

A This one is located in South Carolina, and it 10
gs
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bw6 rafarred to in its own contracts as Central Power
i

Associatien. But Contral Electric Power Cooperative, I
2

will accept. It is not Central Pcuer Electric Ccoperativo,
3 *

though, which is in North Dakota.
,

( 0
0 That indicates that the Cooperative there is lease-

operated by the South Carolina Pcwer Authority; dces it
-

6
not?

i
7 !

L No, that is not correct. The only thing
8

lease-operated by the SC Public Service Authority is the
9

generating plant of this Cooperative.
10

None of the rest of it -- I shouldn't say ncne.
11

Generating plant and certain lines. ihe marketing operation
12

and much of the, certain of tha other facilities are not
,

13
lease-operated.

14 '

G Will you read the footnote there for me?

15
A The footnote says system lance-cporated by

16
SC Public Service Authority.

17
I'm telling you that is not correct.

18 i
G I see.

19
Let me show you a copy of the transcript of

20
Mr. Urian's testimony which was referred to and ask

21
you if page 4973 is the portion you were referring to, when

*
22

you indicated that sono testimony on Ellwced City related
| to a relationship between industrial rates and wholesale,

24
rates?

( 25
A Not just this one page. There is some Icferenco

|
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!
t

hw7 i
as to the sort of revenue margins that Ellwood City

'

has, and so on.

3
Those were all part of what I was referring to.

c
4

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Charno, you vant to indicats
.

'

5 to me what page you shevad him?.

MR. CHPRO: I didn't indic te any pnger.

7 MR. REYNGLDS: You reviewed the whole transcript

3 i
and reviewed portiens of it? *

9 LTHE WITNESS: I don't think I raad the wholc
s
4
810 transcript. I recd anough it to gac a picture. j
1.

II IBY MR. REYNOLDS:
I

m' *-
G Is the picture you got from that testimony I

I3 a price squeeza situaticn in the City of Ellwec6? ,

14 A In the terms which I was describing, ncmely,

13 of the City being obliged to pc.y Pennsylvania Pcaer

16 mohe for power than if it ucro able to buy pcrer at

17 Pennsylvania Powar's industrial rato.

1G G That ccmo sololy from Mr. Urian's toctimony?

19 A Ho, I can't say whether it cams solely

20 from that or not. Uo have ha'd a lot of discussions with
21 Counsol and some of the other pecple, and I don't recall.

*
22 I have looked at a lot of statistics. Ellwood

{
23 City filed a form one or form twelve raport or beth, I hava

.

24 forgotton which, with FPC, as I recall, uhich I looked

25 at, and I can't sort out any more which pice o of the-

t

.n

. - - .-4.
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1 background I got from which source.

2 0 This is O.e same municipality ycu indicated

3 contributed more to its general fund than any other than
.

4 the CAPCO area; is that right?

5 A Yes.,

6 0 Is it your testimony, Mr...Hampmeier, t!ut it is

7 the utility that establishes the class of customers?

8 A That was my testimony. I don't knew if that

9 needed minor qualifications, but by and large that is the
'

10 way it works, yes.

11 G Doesn' t the Federal Fo'..*ar Comatission and the State

12 Commission of each state hava the responsibility of

13 determining that the class is appropriate?
I

14 A They review and approve the rates , but it

15 is a rare occasion and I'm not sure I can ramurber anywhere

16 the Commission has said to a utility thct you have to either

17 combine certain clases or break up certain clases.

18 This is -- no reason my elchorating, but I

19 would be glad to, if you want me to.

20

21

*
ES42 22

23
&

$$

25

L
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I
Q Are you aware of any litigaticn where a customer

i
~ 2(x has challenged its particular classification by tha !

3 utility either before the FPC cr a stato regulatory
.

A
(

' Commission?
t

c
A Yes. I'm not familiar with any in the CAPCO-

. ,

|
6 area, but I'm familiar with scae in come other placca.

'

7 Q All right, j

6 If MELP or any other municipality in the CCCT

9 area were to buy a shara of ownership in tha Perry Unit,

10 how is MELP or how are those municipalitics going to be i

11 protected against the poor plcnning or the high construc-

12 tion costs of the utility responcible for the design,

13 construction, and operation of that unit? ,

, :

I
14 A They are not going to be very well protected !

!,

15 unless they have some voice in the process of coordinated j
i
'

16 planning and development and can assure themselves that

17 only proper steps are being taken to assure good, efficient,j
i
a

10 engineering design and construction, and so on. '

If If they can't so satisfy themselves, then

20 they probably wouldn't want to ho involved.

2! O If a wholesale customer buys a piace of capacity

|* '
22 and then as its load grows, it continues to buy

23 participation in new capacity to meet that load growth
v

24 and assume that marginal costs continue to incroace and

| 25 continue to remain above average costs, wouldn't the resulting
.

|

_
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I

1 costs always be above the a'rerage sva' cm costs to the |c

|
2 wholesale custoner had they remained as a uhalasale 1.

|
3 customer?

1

'

4 A I would have to make a number of assanptions
,

5 to answer that. I will stop there for the coment.
'

.

6 Q What other assumptions would you have to make?
;

|
!

7 A Well, I would have to make sema assunptions

l
!8 as to the conditions were going to determine the price
1
r

-

9 it would pay for wholesale povar, for full requirements

10 customer, how well that reflected the regulatory process.

11 I would have tomake some accumptions as to

12 whether the purchasing system, like the wholesaling

13 system, starts off with some capacity of its own or some

la source of power of its own with low babedded cocts, to

15 which the first purchase of nuclear capacity is on

p3 addition and so on.

;7 , O Let's try it this way: Let's naka tuo
II

;;, assumptions:

g The one assumption is that the wholesale
!

! customer buys capacity to meat its load growth at20

gj the incremental cost of new capacity. And assume that

22 on the other alternate, the wholesale custcmer buys.

23 his wholesale power at the average habedded costs and
.

24 then assume that marginal costs continue to increase and

25 remain above average costs.

.
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1 ZIou, on that basis, wouldn't it alwavc be the |

2 case that the wholesale purchace of pcuer would result |
|

3 in a lower coct than the ecst of cwncrship? i

!

4 MR. CHARMO: I object to that question j
,

!

5 because,at least two c. ora parameters being specificd on ;
* ;

i
5 the ground it is unc1 car. j

|

7 One, the available or lack of available, both ;

. !

S to the supplier and wholesale custcmcro of alternative' |
;

i

9 power sourcos and twa, whether the uholesale customer 1
,

i
10 and supplier have identical rates of growth and :-

i

i
11 therefore will havI2 identical increnantal acquicitions .:

1

12 of generation.
-

. !

13 The question is acaningicsc without thocs two .
!

f14 parameters.

15 MR. REYNCLDS: I don't think you need either

i

is one of those for the purposes of answering th2 question, i

37 but if you feel otherwise, let's say the ratcc of |
?

;g growth are identical and that there are no other I

i

g alternative sources of power.

20 THE WITNESS: I was going to ask about two mora
;

21 assumptions. Hou do you start in the case of buying these

I
22 blocks of capacity? Are you starting uith a systen*

;

23 that is generating its own power at this point, and
.

24 therefore has enough generating capacity to meet its load

25 until it takes care of an increment of that growth with ;

!
i

i

i
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1 this first purchase of a bicek of nucler.r.
I
f

, 2 MR. REYNOLDP. : Start from the situation where r

:
1

3 you ara a wholesale customer and the purchases of the

*
4 blocks of power are additions to where ycu are at the

;

!

5 particular time you start to ma.ks the purchason. i

!
*

6 THE WITICSS: In either casa you are buying

7 all of your requirement to begin with. In the one casa !
i
.

S vou continue to buy your grcuing requirimentc.

9 In the other case, you get your growing

to requirement out of unit purchases of capacity.

11 BY MR. REYMOLDS:

12 O That's right.

13 A Now the second accumption, I take it you

14 said, I'm sure, but I want to be aura this in what ycu |

15 meant, that the assumption is that the price for

i
1G . wholesale power will be no more than enough to ccver original

!

17f imbedded costs. There is no profit in the sale of ,

I !n' wholesale pcwer.

je Q That's right.
N

j A In that case, the answer is -- I have forgotten20

21 whether it is yes or no -- but the answer is that

22 the costs will be less if you buy additional wholecale*

3

23 power than if you buy successive blocks of capacity.
o

24 With one further proviso: I keep thinking of thinga --

|

s u5 that is still not necessarily accurate. It still leaves I-

. _ _
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1 the question about differences in fixed charges. j

!
i

2 The municipal syntsm presuraabl*/ la the |

3 beneficiary of a long eate.hlished policy that it can
!
.

G

4 finance with bonds that ara -- in which the interent is
7 |

5 not subject to inccme taxes. This offect could be i
i*

i
6 sufficient to outweigh tho other effects. '

7 Unfortunately these kindo of questi'ene ta'es a
l

3 lot of elaboration and asnenntions. |
-

|

9 MR. REYNOLDS: I den't hc.vc imything fcrther.
.

1

10 MR. CHARUO: No redirect.

11 CHAIRMAN RIGI3R: All right. Thank 'icu very
,

,

12 much, Mr. Kampmeier. !

i

13 (Witness excumd.) -

!

'

14 CHAIR?CN RIGLER: Mr. Zjelmfelt, have '/ou |
i
i

15 reviewed the depositions with the Departuent of Justica, i
i

tg and doca the five-inch pile I have reprocent a censolidated '

i

17 pile?
:
;
i

n MR. HJEIa! FELT: With the e::ception of aEcut ;

tr i three depositions that the Department of Justice did nob
!
t

20 want to introduce, and I may or ma'; not sech to introduce. ,

i
1

2! CHAIRMAU RIGLER: If you do, '/ou would not t

22 introduce the entire depocition?a

I

23 MR. HJEL'4 FELT: That's correct. !
)

.

24 CHAIRNAIT RIGLER: But a selec. nun'bar of pages?

9 o- MR. HJELMFELT: That's correct.
,

| t
1

i

|

.
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,

1 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You are talking about less |

2 than half an inch, I suppose?

i3 MR. HJELMPELT: Possibly, yes. I would ~

.
4 want to review it again.;

S CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right, thank you. i

I6 We will begin at 9:30 tomorrcu, and I think ;

!
'7 maybe we will break about 1:00 o' clock for the day for

8 those of you who want to make transportation plans.
,

!
9 (Whereupon, at 6:10 p.m., the hearing

10 was adjourned, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m.,

t
11 Friday, March 5, 1976.) '

12

13 ;

!
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